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The MS48 has been designed to meet the latest requirements for precision surveying in shallow and medium
depths. Prior to its launch it successfully completed extensive sea trials for the Hydrographer of the Royal Navy
and it is intended to fit it in all classes of AN survey vessels in place of the Type 771 and Type 772.
The MS48 has four depth scales, 0-20m, 0-40m, 0-SOm and 0-200m. Each can be phased in six steps to maximum
depths of 80m, 160m, 320m and BOOm respectively. A unique feature is that the scale and phase in use are a4tOmatically shown on the record by coding marks. Another innovation is that the minimum and maximum depths
which can be recorded with the range and phase in use are visually indicated. The recorder employs 1 0" wide
paper with straight line recording.
A highly stable but variable speed motor drive system has been developed to enable the surveyor to set the
stylus speed to correspond to the prevailing velocity of sound; this veloc.ity is clearly displayed on a digital
read-out. A separate digital equipment has also been developed as a compatible unit.
Changes in depth range are made by altering the frequency of the motor supply, thus avoiding the use of a
change speed gearbox. The paper is driven by a separate motor, unaffected by adjustment of stylus speed.
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EDITORIAL
At the International Maritime Conference in 1912 a
French hydrographer, Monsieur J. A. Renaud, spoke
strongly for the great advantages that common agreement on methods of production of charts and publications could bring to the seaman. This initiative
led to the First International Hydrographic Conference held at London in 1919 and two years later to
the formation of the International Hydrographic
Bureau. From that date to the present this well
respected organization has pursued the goal of
uniformity in marine documents. Yet uniformity
tends to retard technological progress. No doubt
this heretical statement will cause the lower jaws
of many venerable hydrographers to suddenly drop.
The reaching of agreement on marine matters on an
international basis is no easy task as those who
have recently returned from the Law of the Sea
Conference can vouch. A nation which chooses to
take an independent path in the interest of improved
technology will naturally not be popular with those
who seek uniformity.

Hydrographers must ask themselves whether it is
more important to be innova tive or to conform in
the interest of uniformity of product. Fortunately
much innovation can go on in the processes leading
up to the final product without actually changing
the product itself . It does not matter essentially
whether automation is used on one survey and manual
methods on another provided the final charts are
identical or at the least similar.
Another interesting matter is whether or not cartography should accommodate automation or vice
versa. Should the symbols which were so loved by
the copper plate engraver, such as rock ledges,
give way to less elegant symbols because the automated equipment has difficulty drawing them? Should
automated methods slavishly copy the old manual
methods? Perhaps automated systems can do things
not only faster but in a way which was impossible
for the draftsman without such tools.

* * * * * * *

"• ..q HAWAII

Distribution of LIGHTHOUSE
(INDICATED BY SHADED COUNTRIES)
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Letters to the Editor
Sir, --- My compliments on your controversial editorial in the April 1976, Edition of LIGHTHOUSE.
The topic was timely and asked a very pertinent
question, "Is the safety of the majority of mariners being jeopardized in order to satisfy the
requirements of a few?"
Safety is, and should be the prime concern to the
hydrographer. We must ensure that all of our publications, especially the navigation chart, are
well designed from a safe navigation aspect. A
marine disaster not only causes loss of life, it
also can damage our environment for many years to
come.
You compare bilingual navigation charts, to the
present Air Traffic Control dispute, and also to
Vessel Traffic Management Systems. Are they really
comparable?
In the Air Traffic Control dispute, the users of
the system, that is, the International Federation
of Air Line Pilots Association (IFALPA), which
represents airline pilots associations of 65 countries, passed a motion on April 6th of this year
expressing "shock and dismay," at the Canadian
bilingual Air Traffic Control system . Obviously ,
the users of Air Traffic Control from several
nations seem to be disturbed about the use of bilingual Air Traffic Control.
Do we have a similar case with users of Canadian
Hydrographic Service Charts?
In 1975, the Canadian Hydrographic Service made a
chart user survey, using a prototype bilingual
chart and a questionnaire. We received 305 replies
to this questionnaire, and from these replies,
there were only 9 written comments on the bilingual
aspect of the chart. Of these 9 written comments,
only one mentioned safety, stating: "Those mariners
who are thoroughly conversant with either French
or English will have no difficulty with your chart.
Others can only be confused.
The chart user survey demonstrated that the users
were keenly aware of safety when reviewing our
charts. Written comments were as follows: 86
written comments about strip charts with askew
orientation; 47 written comments about deleting
light information from charts; 18 written comments
about the way in which depth information is portrayed. In addition the prototype charts were tested
under chart room lighting by several mariners, and
associations, all of these tests revealed that our
magenta did not show up under a dim red light.
The chart user survey was not only conducted in
Canada . Foreign Shipping Companies, Associations,
and individual mariners responded to this survey.
A total of 19 meetings with chart users were also
held during this survey. The question of safety
played an important role at all of these meetings .
Nobody suggested that bilingual charts were unsafe ,
at any of these meetings.
In conclusion, I feel that we can safely assume
that, a well designed bilingual chart is a perfect-

ly safe instrument for navigation.
Alan Smith
Sailing Directions Section
Canadian Hydrographic Service
Ottawa, Ontario

*

*

*

Sir, --- I have been given the opportunity to write
a short message for this edition of "LIGHTHOUSE".
There is not too much to report at this time because, in my opinion, CHA still suffers from fragmentation and growing pains, although I can see
significant improvement in one or two areas.
In my opinion the most significant improvement is
the journal you are reading at the moment. Over
the years it has developed into a journal we can
all be proud of, and one that is read and discussed
both nationally and internationally by many who are
interested in hydrography. I believe "LIGHTHOUSE"
will be a major unifying instrument for the Canadian
Hydrographers Association .
If CHA is to become a strong organization we must
combat the apparent apathy that is prevalent towards
CHA . Our membership must be increased significantly
and to do this we must convince .the non-believers
that belonging to the CHA is definitely an advantage.
I can assure you that it is. Find out about CHA
if you are not a member, talk to members, and
think about it!
At the last National Executive Meeting I was instructed to further investigate the feasibility of
CHA becoming an affiliate of the Canadian Institute
of Surveying. I am happy to report that negotiations are progressing in a satisfactory manner and
that before long I hope to be able to submit a
proposal to the membership. Members are urged to
discuss and think about this proposal.
Willie Rapatz
National President
Canadian Hydrographers Association
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safety each time a big sea broke onto the deck.
Now the tricky part was to get the net and its
60,000 lbs. of fish up the stern ramp without
breaking it. "Take her easy, Reid, in this weather"
the skipper broadcast to the winchman on the trawl
deck intercom. The first part of the net was
brought onto the deck, and then as the fish began
to appear, a rope noose was passed around the net
from the great gallows over the stern and the whole
R. M. EATON
mouth of the net hoisted thirty feet into the air
to shake the fish down to the cod-end. Then another
Canadian Hydrographic Service
strap was passed around the net and brought to the
Bedford Institute of Oceanography
big sheave built into the top of the funnel, giving
Dartmouth, N . S.
a lead in line with the slope of the stern ramp.
Gently, gently, the second winchman on the bridge
eased the bulging net up the ramp and onto the
deck . "Close the wave door before you open the
cod end", said the skipper. (I would have wanted
Preamble
the wave door closed before I went anywhere near
Half a dozen sharp blasts on the cook's whistle at
the trawl deck) . When the cod end was opened the
0530 brought the crew to first breakfast; they had
trap door to the fish hold was lowered and the
been turned in since 0300 when the previous trawl
fish cascaded out of the net down below, helped by
was brought in and emptied. By 0615, when we and
hanging the net from the stern gallows again. Once
the other second breakfasters were on deck, the
every fish had been cleared out of the net and from
trawl was streamed again. The skipper was jockeythe corners of the trawl deck, the wave door was
ing it along six feet off the seabed, using the
lowered, the trawl streamed astern, the net sounder
sonar transducer attached to the headline which
transducer and the footrope weights attached again,
the wires veered on the trawl winch, transferred
picked out the footrope and the seabed, and also
to the trawl doors, and those veered out on the
fish entering the net . His fish-finding echo sounder
showed a cloud of plankton, and he knew that the
main trawl warps. The skipper set the boat on the
redfish he was after would be at the bottom of the
next run, and concentrated on his sounders, filling
cloud, with some cod in the middle, while the
the wheelhouse with cigar smoke, while down below
herring would be on top. He a lso knew that as the
the crew forked the fish onto the conveyors in the
moon was in the third quarter, and the tide floodhold, washing and icing down the redfish (ocean
ing, the fis h would likely be moving alon g a certain perch to the supermarkets) and soring out the cod
depth contour; also that until the wind hauled
for gutting. (Being plankton-eaters, the redfish
round more southerly they would probably not dishave virtually no guts).
perse; also that he had caught fish many times
before on this particular Decca line, and had not
They started trawling at 1700 Saturday and filled
hung up his $20,000 net on any rockpile .
the boat by 1000 Tuesday. In that time they caught
about 500,000 lbs. of fish and slept for about six
Around us was a screen of more than twenty other
hours. They got back to Lunenburg six days after
trawlers, a ll virtually helpless with their nets
sailing (winter fishing is good; in summer it would
out, but collectively having some i nsurance that
take t en days), and the lowest paid made about
any intruding vessel, such as a survey ship, would
$1,000. They earned it.
curse and keep well clear. With one eye on the netIntroduction:
sounder, the radar, and the Decca, the skipper
Marine Navaids in Atlantic Canada - Reasons for this Test
talked to other boats running parallel Decca lines,
Decca is the standard marine radio navaid in Atlantic
but keeping quiet about which one they were on in
case they caught fish. Most were complaining
Canada, and with i ts position line repeatability
on the baseline of about 25 m (67 %) and its reliable
picturesquely about their lack of luck.
l ane identification, it is widely us e d for fishing
and marine scien ce. Unfortunately its r ange is
However, our skipper seemed to know better, because
limited by skywave interference to a maximum of
after four hours he decided to haul the trawl. He
240 N.M. so that it can never cover the fringes
turned in a wide circle to put the boat stern to
sea so that the net would not underrun her, and
of the continental shelf; in fact the present chains
hove in the trawl warps until the trawl doors that
do not cover large parts of the shelf, including
Georges and Browns Bank, the Grand Banks, the coast
keep the mouth of the net open were hanging one on
each quarter. Then the vmve door on the stern
of Labrador and the Strait of Belle Isle.
ramp was lowered, and instead of merely dren ching
Loran-A has much lower accuracy, about 300m position
the deck crew with icy spray, each big sea boiled
line r epeatability on the baseline, and its range is
knee-deep onto the trawl deck. The trawl wires
were transferred by hand to the big trawl winch,
limited, particularl y at night. Howeve r, it does
(the crew wore fluorescent red gloves so that the
give coverage in some areas where there is no Decca .
winchman could see where their hands were) and were
hove in until the floats of the net headrope appear- Omega has about 4 km. position line accuracy and is
no use for precise navigation. Diffe rential Omega
ed close astern. "Look there" shouted the skipper,
and hundreds of feet astern the c od-end of the trawl has a potential accuracy of about 500 m. repeatabilheaved up to the surface with a great mass of fish
ity accuracy in the position line a t distances up
to 200 N.M. from the monitors, and so would b e
in it .
comparable to Loran-A if monitors wer e installed
The first parts of the net to come aboard were the
and the radio relay links set up (Nard, 1974).
heavy chain link footrope weights, burnished silver
on the seabed. They were unshackled and hauled to
Loran-G has slightly lower reading accuracy than
one side by windlass, the crew scattering for
Decca so that its repeatability on the baseline is

Loran-C at Extended Range for
Fishing and Oceanography in
Atlantic Canada
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about 40 m. (67%) (Eaton, 1975, 1) . Its range is
at least three times that of Decca, which means
that far fewer transmitters are needed to cover a
given area (e .g. Blood, 1973). It also means that
distant offshore areas such as the Grand Banks of
Newfoundland can be covered by Loran-e whereas they
cannot possibly be covered by Decca.
In any phase comparison system cycle selection
eventually becomes unreliable as the range increases.
Although in the case of Loran- e tracking can be
relied on to considerably greater ranges than cycle
selection, the system cannot be considered operational at these distances because a ship entering
coverage from outside, or one which has lost cycle
due to precipitation static or break in the powe r
supply, cannot position by Loran-C . Cycle selection
therefor e sets the extreme range of the syst em, and
it was this feature that we concentrated on during
this test.
Loran-e cycle selection depends on having an adequate signal to noise ratio; on the envelope-cycle
discrepancy (ECD) of the pulse being small (or alternatively being known and allowed for) ; and on
the r eceiver hav ing well designed third cycle sear ch
circuit ry. This test was made in an area of h igh
interference in the Loran-e band, which reduced the
signal to noise ratio ; we particularly noticed a
kick in the receivers ' interference-suppression
meters that coincided with the lane-identification
cycle of the local Decca chain. The Loran-e transmitters whose signals we were using are shortly to
be modified, to i mprove pulse s ha p e and the envelopecycle discrepancy among other things, and no ECD
calib ration has been done on them. ·

Test Outline
The tests were made onboard the National Sea Products
150' stern trawler "Cape D'Or II", Captain Paul
George , on a six-day trip from Lunenburg, N.S . to
the fishing grounds, in the Gulf of St. Lawren ce
west of Newfoundland (Figure 1), in J anuary, 1976.
Tests ashore and in port were made before the trip
at the Bedford Institute of Oceanography (BIO),
Dartmouth, N.S. and at Lunenburg .
The tests were carried out by R.M . Eaton of the
Bedford Institute of Oceanography and C.B. Jeffery
of the Canadian Coast Guard, Ottawa.
Four "low cost" Loran-e receivers were used, to
avoid receiver b ias during the trials. They were
an Internav 101, Internav LC204, Micrologic ML200,
and Decca DL91 . They range in price from $3,500
to $4,500.
"True" position fo r verify ing Loran-e cycle identification was taken from Decca chain 6 (Cabot Strait).
Large scale (1:120,000) lattices carr ying both
Decca and Loran-e position lines were prepl otted
at BIO by computer so that results could be compar ed immediately on board.

Distance Involved
The Loran-e l i n es measured in the test were 7930Z
(Angissoq - C. Race) and 9930XY (C. Race - Nantucket)
(Figu re 1). Th e distances to the transmitters
range from 300 to 930 N. M. (By contrast the range
to the most dist an t Decca transmitter was 170 N.M .)

C . RACE

(7930Z, 9930X)

Figure 1.

Test area, showing track of
"Cape D'Or II" from Lunenburg
to the fishing ground; and
the transmitters generating
LOPs 9930XY and 7930Z.

Cycle Selection
In tests we switched the receiver off for at least
10 seconds before carrying out the initial acquisition procedure given in the handbook, a process
tha t took 10-20 minutes.
The DL91 receiver consistently acquired 3 or 4
cycles low (i.e. 3 or 4 cycles into the distant
master pulse). On our return, the loca l agents
for Decca modified two boards in this rece i ver and
then demonstra t e d that und er the poor r adio conditions that we have at Dartmouth, N.S., a modified
receiver acquired correctly while on un-modified
receiver again consistently acquired 3 or 4 cycles
low. Evidently the results from the un-modified
DL91 show a receiver bias and should be rejected.
Micrologic ML200 behaved e rratically throughout the
t es t s, both at sea and ash ore. I t appeared to be
parti cularly susceptible to interference, and some times failed to acquire t he s i gnals when the other
three receivers did so, or abruptly lost track when
the other three were tracking .
The manufacturer has sin ce made a numb er of modifications, and a receiver tested i n June 1976 gave
greatly i mprove d performance. Result s from Micrologic during the January test are therefore suspect,
and will be rejected.
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Table 1

Acquisition Test Results on LC204 and 101 Receivers

SIGNAL PATH
TO FARTHEST
TRANSMITTER

LOCATION
(FIG. 1)

900 N.M.
10% land

Fishing Ground

930 N.M.
30% land
570-600 N.M.
58% & 33% land

Table 2

TRANSMITTER
PAIR

CYCLE IDENT.
RIGHT

WRONG

7930Z

7

2

c.

7930Z

2

3

Both
areas

9930XY

8

0

Ray Scatarie I.

Summary of Acquisition Tests from this und a Previous Trial

LOCATION

FARTHEST STN.
DISTANCE & PATH

Gulf of Maine

Dana, 1 , 000 N.M . including
900 N.M. medium conductivity land
at transmitter

8

4

1

Cabot Str.

Angissoq , 930 N. M. including 270
N.M. low conductivity land near
receiver

2

3

0

Gulf St.
Lawrence off
Cornerbrook

Anqissoq, 900 N.M. including 80
N.M. low conductivity land near

7

2

0

Gulf of Maine

Carolina Beach, 750 N.M. over
water

11

1

0

Cabot Str.

Nantucket, 600 N.M. with up to
210 N.M. medium conductivity land
in mid-path

8

0

0

CYCLE SELECTION
CORRECT 1 HIGH 2 HIGH

receiver

Table 1 gives the results of acquisition tests
after the suspect data was rejected .
In Table 2 , the results from this test and an earlier test in the Gulf of Maine (Eaton, 1975 (2)) are
combined . They indicate that, over mixed land and
water signal paths , cycle selection can be relied
on at. 600 N.M. , may occasionally be wrong at 7 50
N. M., and is unreliable at 930 N. M. with low conductivity land on the path. (It is important to
note that this performance may be improved by
future technical developments . )
Although the tabulated results do not show any
difference between daytime and the dawn/dusk period,
we have found daytime to be the best period both
for cycle selection and for adjusting notch filters.
Cycle Tracking
Once correct cycle selection has been made , and
preferably confirmed by an independent fix, it is
important that the receiver track this cycle through
good conditions and bad . Most receivers have a

"Normal" operating positi on that disables third
cycle search, and this should always be used in
extended range operation .
For the three nights , 25-27 January, on the fishing
grounds , we locked all receivers on the correct
cycle last thing at night and checked them before
dawn and as the sun rose. With one exception the
receivers held correct cycle overnight in 7930Z and
9930XY . The one exception was on the LC204 receiver ,
which was showing the error by alarm lights and
which re-selected the correct cycle when switched
briefly to "automatic cycle selection" .
An hour after dawn on 25 January, a sharp snow
squall caused loss of lock on both re c eivers tracking
Angissoq (7930Z) . It caused alarm flashes on the
one receiver tracking C. Race- Nantucket (9930XY) ,
but without cycle slip .
It also caused instabil i ty
on the Decca Navigator .
We hav e suffered loss of a weak Loran-e signal in
precipitation static before . For example , Angissoq
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transmissions were lost at 700 N.M . range when
steaming through wet fog in July 1973; on that
occasion the range-range Decca Lambda was also lost,
at 300 N.H. to the transmitter .
Receivers
Users' requirements and preferences differ, and the
reader should keep in mind that my remarks are subjective. To my mi nd, the following are the important characteristics of my review:

FRONT PANEL Apart from a pleasing design, which is
obviously important , the front panel should have:
*Separate ON/OFF switch. If incorporated in a
mode switch or dimmer it can too easily be switched
off by mistake.
*Memory button, that holds the reading as long as
required without affecting tracking.
*A hyperbolic reading (T.D .} display that can be
read when looking into the sun .

Because cycle selection on a weak signal is inevitably dubious it should be checked by an independent
fix whenever possible. The receivers' cycle selection circuits should then be disabled by switching
from "Automatic cycle selection" to "Normal operating mode". The receiver must then track that
cycle, verifying it and alerting the operator by
an alarm if it suspects cycle skip.
Lacking a "perfect" receiver we could not assess
reading accuracy on this trial. Simultaneous +
readings on all receivers generally agreed to -0.2
even with one transmitter at 900 N.M., but we
occasionally saw differences of 1 ~ s (150 m. on
the hyperbolic baseline) .

~s,

Sequential readings on one receiver at a time showed
a scatter of 0.1 to 0.3 ~s (Jeffery 1976). Note
that a receiver can be electronically damped to
appear very stable, but this incurs penalties in
overshoot of readings and possible loss of lock in
manoeuvring. The four receivers we tested all
tracked a weak signal through the sharp turns that
a powerful 150 ft. trawler makes.

*Effective dimming for all lighting on the set,
including warning lights.
*Reliable trouble warning. If the receiver detects
or suspects conditions that make cycle-skip possible,
it should show an alarm that stays on until cancelled by the operator.
Notch Filters
In an area such as th e Canadian Maritimes with a
number of Decca and other transmissions in the
80-120 kHz band, four to six notch filters are
needed .

Power Break
I have yet to sail on a ship that does not have
brief power breaks, on switching generators for
example . On this trip we changed generators three
times, each time within a fraction of a second.
All four Loran-e r eceivers lost track every time,
whereas the Decca Navigator hung in every time.
When holding onto a weak Loran-e signal with no
means of verifying cycle .selection, this would be
a serious matter. Any receiver should be capable
of surv i ving a 2 second power break.

One test at sea off Nova Scotia -wi.th the LC204
showed that removing all notch filters from the
band merely extended acquisition time from 8 mins .
to 11 mins. However the e ff ect of notching is
often much more marked, particularl y in port. A
receiver that initially shows alarm lights and a
cycle error will often acquire solidly when correctly notched.

Other Features
Host receivers will probably be us ed on the same
triad of strong transmitters throughout their
working life. However, some users, like deep-sea
fishermen and oceanographers, working in some areas,
such as the gap between the U.S. East Coast and
the North Atlantic Chains that covers the Canadian
Maritimes, r.eed special features. These include :

However , notch filters affect the pulse shape and
the phase measurement , and no more should be used
than is necessary . Filters set too close to
100 kHz do more harm than good (unless they are
ex t remely narrow-band), and all notch filt ers
s hould have a danger sector marked on them .

*Slave-slave operation . The ability to substitute
any slave , not necessarily the one with the stronge s t sign al, in place of master. At BIO we probably
use 9930XY (C. Race - Nantucket) more than any other
LOP.

No tch filters have a tendency to go out of calibration, and may even cause oscillation, generating
"ghost" interference on their own. Presumably
crystal controlled notch filters are free of these
problems.
Once notches are set, a notch "IN/OUT" control is
ne cessary to check their correct adjustment. Without this, re-notching is the only satisfactory
check.
Performance
Signal acquisition, third cycle s e lection, third
cycl e trackin g, and accurate reading are the funda mentally important charac t eristics of any r eceiver.
Speed in acquisition a nd cycle selection is convenient, and gives confidence which is sometimes
false. A reliable decision in slow time is far
more des irable.

*Passive range measurement ("Rho'rho" operation)
using an atomic frequency standard . Preferably ,
the reading to each station should be made independently rather than by comparison with the Master
Station . Rho-rho operation enables BIO to position
accurately throughout the Labrador Sea, wher e only
a single hyperbolic LOP is avail abl e. (Unfortunate ly the frequency standard costs $9,000 - $20,000).
*Cross-rate (cross-chain) operation. This is the
only way of fixing at the junction of chains whose
baselines are too long so tha t the distant slave on
each chain cannot be locked on.
The eas t and wes t coasts of Newfoundland are one
example of this, and I suspect that Dixon Entrance
on the Pacif i c Coast may prove to be another.
*Multi-Station tracking. Most receivers can track
only t wo slaves at a time; to measure a third TD
one must j et tison one of these two and go through
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the acquisition procedure on the new slave. The
ability to read a third TD as a check simply by
turning a selection knob can be very useful.
1•Flexible GRP setting, by dialling in four digits
rather than selecting from a limited hard-wired
choice , This will allow th e use of "Accufix"
mobile transmitters with a standard receiver.
*RF and synch output to oscilloscope by BNC connector, preferably with advanced triggering so that the
whole pulse and tracking point can be seen. Useful for fine adjustment of notch filters and for
judging signal and noise conditions.
*BCD output of TDs and auxiliary information for
automatic recording, automatic. position re-transmi ss ion, and to drive plotte r s a nd nav igation displays.
*Auxiliary measurements, such as signal to noise
ratio , envelore-cycle discrepancy , etc. Useful in
diagnosing problems and assessing reliability .
*Self test . Useful in helping to de termi ne whether
the problem i s in the s ign a l or in the receiver .
*ECD Adjustment . I have no experience with this
feature , but it should be a great advantage where
variable overland path changes ECD significantly
over the service area. It should be applied
individually to each signal.

Radio Aids in Fishing
Fishermen have pr obably the most exac tin g requirements of any user for repeatability and reli ability
from a radio aid . They use it (1) to return to a
good fishing spot, (2) to avoid hang-ups , such as
wrecks, rocks and rough ground that will damage
the ir n ets , (3) to avoid collision with other
trawl ers, and (4) to navigate to and from the
fishin g ground. A Norwegian study (1961) estimates
that a prec ise radio aid improved fishing e ff i ciency by 18%; judgin g by what we saw on this trip ,
that is no underestimate .
Finding Fish and A voiding Hang-ups
Finding fish and avoiding hang-ups go together
because the fi sh t end to congrega te round the rocks,
wrecks and rough ground that cause hang- ups . On
Banquerea u Bank, fish cong r ega t e in gullie s, who s e
steep sides must be avoided with t he trawL On
the Grand Banks, they gather in shallow depressions
which are only vaguely defined by de pth contours
and can best be found again by a radio navaid .
The fisherman now r elies on Loran-A or Decca
"bea r i n gs " to return to a loca tion where h e has
caught f ish be fore; to trawl over a bottom tha t he
knows f r om previous tr awl s is c l ea r of danger s t o
his net; and to fish as close as he dares to a
wreck or other obstruction which he has l ocated by
sonar and which attracts fish. Using Decca , our
skipper figu red he could t r awl within 150 ft . of
one particular wr eck, much clos er than he can go
by Loran-A , but in that particular area he lo ses
Decca at night .
The prime fish- find ing a id is sonar . Figure 2
shows the c loud of plankt on on a fi sh-finding
sonar; the fishing s kipper knows a t what level in
the plankton the fish spe cies he is af t er will be
feedi ng, and sets hi s n et accord ingly.

For mid-water fishing, a very large, and expensive
(~0,000) , net was used which can be controlled to
tow at any desired depth, and which we saw catch
80,000 lbs of fish in a four-hour trawl . A sonar
transducer is secured to the headrope of the trawl
at the mouth, and this serves to detect fish
entering the net and to monitor the clearance of
the footrope above the s eabed. Figure 3 is a netsounder record at a s cale of 2 ft . per division ,
showing the foot-rope (upper echo) being towed
about 6ft . above the seabed (lower echo) . The
skipper must react very quickly to rapid shoaling,
and either speed up the boat or haul in the traul
warp, to avoid l osing the net on the seabed . He
keeps one eye on the net sounder record, another
on the fish finding sonar, his third eye on the
radar to avoid collission, and his fourth on the
radio aid, t o run down the bearing he has selected
as being good for fish and known to be clear of
net hang-ups .
In ice and in rough weather we saw a smaller,
tougher, bottom trawl being used . The necessity
of avoiding hang-ups is obvious in this case .
Every trawler s kipper keeps a log book of information on good fishing spots and on net han g-ups.
Over a number of years he builds up a record of
many fishing grounds, and the log book is a
v aluable, closely guarded, personal asset in a
highly competitive business . Figure 4 shows a
hypothetical example of directions for trawling
along a gully of the type found on Banquereau
Bank , eas t of Sable I . The pos i t ion to s hoot the
trawl, the tra,vl line, and where to haul the
trawl, are a ll def i n ed by De cca coordinates.

Avoiding Collision
There were at least 20 trawlers working within a
6 mile radius on the fishing ground. Most were
trawling on s a fe , parallel, courses along Decca
red lines. In bad v i sibili ty boat s approaching
dan ger ous ly close would tell each othe r wha t l i ne
they wer e on to avoid collisi on. But "there 's
a lways some one contrary who runs across the pa ttern
and fouls everyone up ; usually the for eigners who
don't have Decca", said the skipper.
A common radio aid i s very valuable in avo iding
collision .

Radio Aids in Oceanography
Virtu a l l y every cruise s a iling from BIO us es radio
aids to some extent.. The mos.t rigorous requirements
are for hydrographic and geophysical surveying,
followed by physical oceanography .
Hydrographers depend on radio aids t o space soundi ng lines a regula r distanc e apa rt and so dis cover
all hazards t o n avigation . They then us e t he rad i o
aid to ex amin e the shoals discover ed to f ind the
l ea st dep t h over them. They must map s eab ed feature s
to a high degree of accuracy and reliability . They
frequently set up portable "private" rad io aids to
give this accuracy ; howev er a "public" radio aid is
mu ch cheaper , an d is always used when i t meets the
accuracy requ i rements .
Ge ophy s i cists and geologists require to corre l ate
f eatur e s on the s e ab ed and i n t h e earth's c rust
discovered on adjacent survey line s , and to return
to a point of interest for core sampling, to an
accuracy of 50 m.
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Record from the fish-finding sonar, showing plankton in midwater. The apparent double seabed echo results from initial
suppression to show up fish close to the bottom.
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Figure 3. Record from the net-sounder transducer secured to the headrope of a
mid-water trawl, showing a cloud of fish entering the net, and the
footrope of the net (upper line) travelling about 6 Ft. above the
seabed (thick lower line)
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And it came to pass that a surveyor , a hydrographer
and a cartographer departed from the world of the
living and stood at the heavenly gates seeling admission. And the Lord said unto them :
"Beyond this gate shall pass the good hearted, the
honest and the deserving and I shall judge thee
with fairness and without discrimination."
And the surveyor stepped forth and said:
"Lord, I have been a good citizen, I paid my taxes ,
looked after my family and abvays upheld the good
name of the C.I.S . But I did have tough times the engineers took away much of my professional
prestige, the planners muscled in on my field and
the land developers , instead of asking for my
advice, treated me as their servant . Surely Lord ,
you recognize those past injustices and let me
enter and be again one amongst the equal."
"Certainly son, certainly, just spell GOD"
"G - 0 - D"

"In you go."
Thereupon the hydrographer stepped forth and said :
"Lord, I too have been a good citizen, paid my
taxes , done my part for charities and nev~r neglected to stand up for th e good name of the hydrographic community. But Lord, I never had it really easy
- th e physical oceanographers muscled in on my
discipline, the marine scientists could hardly be
accused of treating me as their equal and the C. I . S.
expected me to become a land lubber surveyor \Vhen
I wanted to join in their council. Surely Lord ,

you recogni ze an injustice when you see it, and let
me in to deservedly be one amongst the equal."
"Certainly, son, certainly, just spell GOD."
"G-0-D."
"In you go."
And the cartographer stepped forth and said unto
the Lord:
"I too have been as good a citizen as the next
fellow, paid my taxes and have done my bit in charitable work. But Lord , I did have it tough - the
geographers thought that they had. proprietary
rights to cartography, the planners insisted that
cartography was what they made with felt tipped pens,
the computer people insisted on discovering the
wheel at least once a week, the surveyors looked
upon me as a drawer-upper of their measurements
and the C.I . S. insisted that there shall be no
cartography but survey cartography. I have been
denied proper education, self determination and,
too often, self respect. Surely , Lord , I am entitled to enter without discrimination and take my
rightful place, beyond this gate, as one of the
equals."
"Certainly son, certainly, just spell METAMORPHOSIS . "

* Comments made after hear ing a panel discussion on
the place of specialist disciplines within The Canadian Institute of Surveying. Although these
remarks are pointed at the cartographer it might
also have been the hydrographer who was being asked
to spell METAMORPHOSIS .
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The U.S. Lake Survey, 1841-1974
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Rockville, Maryland

Reprinted by permission from I NLAND SEAS, Quarterly
Journal of the Great Lakes Historical Society,
Vol. 32, No. 2, Summer 1976.
Introduction
Many people and groups of people have contributed
to the development of the Great Lakes as commercial
waterways and water playgrounds, as documented in
the pages of I NLAND SEAS and elsewhere. Among
these people , often overlooked but second in
importance to none, are the chartmakers, who, in the
United States, have largely constituted the U.S.
Lake Survey, an agency of the Federal Government
(named the Lake Survey Center in 1970), located at
Detroit, Michigan. For 133 years until 1974, this
small group functioned to a considerable extent
like a sturdy and persevering family, albeit sometimes with parental inattentiveness, sibling riva lries , and errant members. As much artists as
artisans, they passed their information from generation to generation (but rarely neglected to use
new knowledge and methods) and, above a ll , communicated to each other a sense of the highe st professionalism. For better or for worse, the U.S. Lake
Survey, as a maker of navigation charts of t he
Great Lakes , passed into history in 1974 as the
eventual result of a series of government reorganizations . The charts will continue to be produced,
of course, but not under the system whereby the
Lake Survey made field surveys, assembled all other
necessa ry chart data, compiled the char ts, en grave d
and printed the charts, and so ld the charts. Instead, compilation , engraving, printing, and most
distribution of the charts have been taken from the
Lake Survey's jurisdiction and moved t o the Washington , D. C.,area. The Lake Survey continued to
make chart surveys and to assemble other chart
data.
Since thi s change in the system of making Gr ea t
Lakes nav igation chart s was a major one , it s eemed
appropriate to record briefly the history of the
U.S. Lake Survey from its beginning in 1841 to the
present . It is hoped that the history which follows will be of interest to at leas t some of the
uncounted thous an ds of Great Lakes mariners who
have depende d on Lake Survey cha rts .

The Founding, 1841-1882
Conditions leading t o the initiation of a Great
Lakes survey in 1841 and the fi rs t operations of
tha t survey are described in the following extract
from Professiona l Papers of the Cor ps of Engineers,
Unite d Sta tes Amy, No. 24, 1882 : " 1. The l ak e
survey wa s begun i n 1841 unde r a n app r opriation of
$15,000 made i n May of tha t year . At thi s time
the country borde ring on the l owe r lakes was a lr eady pre tty we ll s ettled, and works for the improvement or fomation of harbors had been com-

rne.nced a t most of the important points on Lakes Erie
and Ontario. The Upper Lake Region was but thinly
settled , and there were no good harbors on Lake
Huron and but one (the harbor of Chicago) on Lake
Michigan. Settlers were, however , pouring in
rapidly , and there was even then a large and constantly i ncreasing commerce between the lake por ts,
especially from Buffalo to Detroit and Chicago .
Communica tion with La ke Superior could only be had
by portage around the Sault Ste. Marie, but the
great mineral wealth of the Lake Superior country
was attracting attention, and a survey for a ship
canal had been made in 1840 by officers of the
Topographical Engineers. The lake commerce was
carried on under many difficulties , which caused
much loss of life and property each year .
"There were no charts of the l akes except the admiralty charts, compiled from the surveys of Capt .
H. W. Bayfield , of the royal navy (English), and
these were not in general use by the masters of
American vessels. These charts were the result of
rapid reconnaissanc es, and although they showed the
coast lines with an accuracy which i s remarkable,
considering the rough methods of surveying employed,
they were of little value as hydrographi cal charts
of the Ame rican coast beca us e they showed the
depths of water in comparativel y few places, and
but a small number of the many reefs and shoals
which are found along the lake shores.
"There were few light-houses and beacons to indicate
the positions of dangers to naviga tion and , in the
absen ce of charts, pilots were obliged to r e l y
upon the ir own knowl edge , which was frequently only
acquired by t h e vessels gr ounding on a shoal or
striking a hidden rock .
"The navigation of the lakes is attended with
peculiar dangers because , while violent gales are
frequent and the storms rival those of the ocean
itse lf, a vessel is never more than a few hours run
f r om the shore, and cannot , as is generally the
ca se a t s ea , drift b efore the wind until the stom
is over, but in a long-continued gale must be
thrown upon the shore, unless a port or harbor of
refuge can be entered . In 1841 a vessel leaving
Chicago found no harbor or shelter in storms until
the Manitou or Beaver Is l ands were reached, and
a fter passing the Straits of Mackinac it was again
exposed without refuge on Lake Huron , except in
the vi cini ty of Pr esque Isle , until the h ead of
St. Clair River was reache d. I n sailing from
Chicago to Buffalo the gr ea t es t diff i culties wer e
encount ered in the vicinity of the Straits of
Mackinac and in the west end of Lake Erie on account
of the many islands, shoals, and reefs found in
tho se localities, and at the mouth of the St. Clair
River, at which no imp rovement s had been made in
1841, and where the channe ls were not only circuitous and na r row, but so shoal that vessels in lowwater sea sons f r equently were compelled to h ave
t he ir ca r goes taken over the b a rs in lighte r s .
"It was, therefo re , with the double object of
f urnishing relia ble charts to lake vessels and of
determining from the surveys the works of imp rovement, whi ch were necessary to the prosperity of
the lake commer ce , tha t Congr ess in 1841 directed
a survey of the lakes , and tha t annual appropriations , with the single excepti on of t he year 1847,
have since been made for carry i ng on t he survey .
Some idea of the magnitude of the work may be had
f r om the following dimensions: "The American shore
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line of the Great Lakes and their connecting rivers,
if measured in steps of 25 miles, is about 3,000
miles, but if the indentations of the shore and the
outlines of the islands be included, the developed
shore line is about 4,700 miles in length.
"Along rivers and where a lake is narrow it is
necessary for navigation that both shores be mapped.
This increases the length of the shore line to be
surveyed between St. Regis, N.Y . , and Duluth, Minn.,
to about 6,000 miles.
"During the first ten years of the survey, while a
general geodetic survey of the entire chain of lakes
was contemplated for the future, the actual operations were mainly confined to surveys of special
localities where improvements were called for or
where the navigation was difficult; and where the
surveys were more extended they were little more
than reconnaissances. This course was made necessary because the appropriations were inadequate to
the purchase of the finer instruments and the
support of the larger force necessary for more
extensive and more exact surveys, and also because
of the pressing need of improvements at particular
localities, for which preliminary surveys were
essential."
When established, the Lake Survey was under the
direction of the Topographical Engineers, U.S.
Army. When this organization was merged with the
Corps of Engineers in 1863, the Lake Survey became
an agency of the latter, as it remained until 1970.
Throughout its history, the Lake Survey's staff
consisted, with a single exception, of civilian
engineers and assistants directed by a commissioned
officer. The Lake Survey office was first located
in Buffalo, New York; in 1845, it was moved to
Detroit, Michigan, where it has since remained.
The first officer in charge of the Lake Survey was
Capt . William G. Williams. During the founding
period, 1841-1882, seven other officers directed
the Lake Survey, including Captain George G. Meade,
who later became a general officer and commanded
the Army of the Potomac at the Battle of Gettysburg.
Annual appropriations varied from a low of $10,000
in 1849 to a high of $175,000 in the four years
1871-1874.
As may easily be conceived, life in a survey party
in these early days was quite different than today. Today, a shore-based surveyor seeks his night's
shelter in a motel or has his own house trailer.
Then, shelter in tents was the rule, as indicated
by the entry of May 22, 1856, in W. H. Hearding's
journal (during a survey of Lake Huron) : "Went
down the river in search of a camping ground and
found the west side of the Kaw Kawling River to be
a most desireable place. Returned for furniture
and equipment which were transported in two boats
and pitched our tents and arranged camp."
An important part of the work of the Survey in this
early period (which it was in the later periods,
also) was the determination of geodetic positions,
i.e., latitudes and longitudes. A small field observatory for both astronomical and magnetic observations was set up in 1857 in Detroit, on Washington Avenue near Grand River Avenue. Profes sional
Papers, No . 24, records that "A favorable opportunity for determining the longitude of the Detroit
observatory by connecting through the magnetic
telegraph with an observatory whose longitude was
well established did not occur until the winter of

1858-'59, when it was decided to connect with the
observatory of the Western Reserve College, at
Hudson, Ohio, the longitude of which from the
Cambridge observatory had been determined in 1849.
The uninterrupted use of the wire between Detroit
and Hudson after 9 o'clock at night was offered free
of charge by Anson Steger, esq., the general superintendent of the Western Union Telegraph Company.
The observations were made in January and February,
1859, the Detroit observer being Lieutenant Turnbull,
who used a chronograph and Professor C.A. Young, of
the Western Reserve College observing at Hudson,
and using a Morse register for recording his observations."

The first three charts were published in 1852; one
showed all of Lake Erie, and the other two showed
westerly portions of the Lake.
The nature of fluctuations of the levels of the
Great Lakes was well known from the inception of
the Lake Survey, although the magnitudes and causes
of these fluctuations were not well defined. The
Survey made numerous sporadic observations of lake
levels, and in 1859-60 began systematic observations
of the levels with the establishment of a few permanent water level gaging stations. The Survey also
began metering the velocity of water in the connecting rivers in 1867 . For this purpose, D. Farrand
Henry, an engineer of the Survey, invented an
electric current meter which was first used in 1868.
Mr. Henry later left the Survey for other employment
and became, among other undertakings, Chief Engineer
for the Detroit Waterworks.
By 1882, 76 black and white charts, all printed
from copper plates, had been published. Many of
these charts were intended to accommodate vessels
with a greatest draft of 12 feet. At that time
almost all work of the Survey - which included, as
it did until 1974 except for the brief period described below, all steps in the charting procedures
from surveys to chart construction to chart printing to chart distribution - was discontinued except
chart printing and distribution. Apparently, it
was then thought that further surveys were unnecessary in order to provide adequate charts.

A Pause, 1882-1889
During this period, the charts were printed and
distributed; some corrections were made based on
information from various sources. Most of the
charts were issued free rather than being sold. In
1885, for example, 5,086 charts were distributed,
4,258 being issued free to vessels (a practice
which was discontinued in 1890), and 828 being sold
at 30 cents each. Measurements of lake levels and
river flows were continued .
In 1889 the first Bulle t i n (now called the Great
Lake s Pilot ), a compendium of information important
to mariners but not adaptable to portrayal on the
charts, was published.

A Resumption, 1889-1898
In 1889, field surveys were resumed, a small annual
appropriation of $15,000 having been made for that
purpose. This appropriation was increased to
$25,000 by 1893 . Not only had it been found that
existing hydrographic surveys were inadequate but
it can be assumed also that ne~• topographic surveys
were needed of new harbors and of existing harbors
where major improvements had been made.
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A few entries from the 1894 journal of Thomas
Russell concerning his six-man (including Mr. Russell) triangulation party working near Sault Ste.
Marie are typical of the period:
"22 Aug. Party left Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. at
7:30 A.M . on the houseboat, Rooster towed by Tug
Antelope at 10:30 A.M. when they reached station
19 at Hay Lake. The Stone for 19 was 2Y,' below
ground .
"23 Aug.

Pitched a tent 60 1 from station.

"24 Aug,

Rec'd letters from Lt. Riche in regard
to work and to confer with Mr. Joseph
Ripley who was familiar with area. The
cook, Mr. Perry A. Rees, reported for
duty. His salary is $45.00 per month.

"25 Aug.

The Antelope called with Mr. G. E. Balch,
Assist. Eng. He took our mail to the
Soo along with orders for groceries and
meat and the fourth transit. About 4 P.M .
Lt. Riche visited the camp having come
down from the Soo on horseback. He
stayed till supper and left about 6:45
P.M."

During this period the first chart in colors was
produced. It was the general chart of Lake Superior, printed in 1895 . This preceded the printing of
the first chart in colors by the U.S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey . Stone plates were used for printing charts in colors; however, since copper plates
we r e more conveniently use d for making corrections,
they were r etained.
Civilian engineers of the Lake Survey during the
period included Mr. L. C. Sabin , Mr. E. E. Haskell,
and Thomas Russell. Noteworthy among the officersin-charge was Lieutenant Colonel (at the close of
the Civil War, Brigadier General) 0. M. Poe, who
directed the survey from 1882-1895.
From the very early days of the Lake Survey, the
measurement of lake levels and, somewhat later, the
measurement of flows of the St. Marys, St. Clair,
Detroit, Niagara, and St. Lawrence Rivers was a natural concomitant of charting. The direct connection
was, as it is today, that knowledge of levels and
flows is necessary in order to show depths on the
charts in relation to a fixe d reference, or datum.
A f urthe r connection was, and still is, that field
parties ranging over the Great Lakes region in the
performance of hydrographic, topographic and geodetic surveys could perform the corollary functions
related to the measurements of leve ls and flows
wi th a minimum additional outlay of time and effort .
In the 1889-1898 period there was an increasing
inte rest in the measurements of levels and flows
and in why the levels and flows varied, i .e. , in
the general hydrology of the Great Lakes . The end
of this pe riod of the Lake Survey 's history was
determined by the formal assignment to the Lake
Survey of the missions of measuring levels and flows
and studying the hydrology of the Lakes, missions
which were to assume an importance almost equal to
the mission of cha rting.
New Horizons, 1898-1950

The Detroit Free Pr ess of J uly 15, 1906, carried
the following story: "Double honors h ave come i n
recent weeks to Eugene E. Haskell, popular principal
assistant engineer of the United States Lake Survey,

in this city. Following his recent selection as
dean of the engineering department of Cornell university, his alma mater, he was yesterday informed
of his appointment by President Roosevelt as a
member of the international waterways commission
in succession to George Y. Wisner, of Detroit, who
died a short time ago. Mr. Haskell has been connected with the lake survey since 1893, and his
work has received commendation more than once from
the department at Washington." The period of
Mr. Haskell's career with the Survey, indicated by
this story, spanned a significant expansion of the
Survey's activities.
That expansion began in 1898 as a result of the
assignment to the Survey of such tasks as the
determina tions of the laws of flow, causes and extent of lake level fluctuations , effect of governments on lake levels, the effect of the Chicago
Drainage Canal or other like artificial outlets on
lake levels, and the practicability and advisability
of regulating lake levels by locks and/or dams .
This information was required because of the improvement , then underway, of the ship channels
between Chicago, Duluth, and Buffalo to provide a
usable depth of twenty feet. In the process of
acquiring it, Lake Survey engineers became foremost
experts on the subjects involved.
The expanded mission required purchase of new
equipment. Three catamarans to be used for river
flow measurements were acquired from the Russell
Wheel Co. of Detroit, in late 1898 and early 1899.
This type c r af t is particularly suited for measuri ng flows of large rivers because it provides a
stable platform from which current meters can be
lmvered into the stream by cables and which can be
readily moved to various points in the river.
Other equipment acquired included 15 self-registering water gages made by Louis Wohnlich of Detroit .
Throughout this period, the Lake Survey continued
programs of periodic measurement of flows of the
connecting rivers and continuous measurement of
lake leve ls at a number of s ites. In addition,
Lake Survey engineers studied the laws of flow
(i.e ., the relationships between lake levels and
the amount of water flowing), factors affecting the
supply of water to the Lakes such as precipitation
and evaporation, and many other related matters .
The United States -Canada Treaty of 1909 c reated the
Internationa l Joint Commiss ion (IJC), which was
given certain jurisdiction over the boundary
waters between the two countries, including the
Great Lakes. Because the IJC needed technical
information of the kind Lake Survey's engineers
could supply, the Survey's people were not infrequently asked to help the IJC. For example, after
the IJC direc t e d that Lake Superior's outflow be
controlle d (full control of outflow began in 1921)
in orde r to r egulate the lake 's levels, Lake Survey' s en gineers we re inst r umenta l in developing a
plan for controlling the outflows intended to keep
the lake levels within particular limits.
During this period, the Lake Survey's primary activity-charting-was continued a t a more or less
steady pace , with an occasional crisis here and
there. Lead line soundi n gs were repla c ed by the
echo sounder. New equipment and survey boats were
obtained. Toward the end of the pe riod, the l a rgest
vessel ever owned by the Lake Survey, the MV
Williams, a 133-foot, ocean-going tug, was brought
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i n to as s ist in de epwater surveys . Abou t 1933
chart printing was changed from flatbed presses
using stone plates to offset presses using aluminum plates . With the sharply increasing population
along the shores of the Lakes came t he end of pioneer living for the surveyors . No more camping
outdoors and packing in supplies ; instead ther e
were mostly hotels, restaur ants, and mode rn c onve n i ence s. But there were exceptions to the a dvance
of civilization . A 13-man survey party, including
two cooks, surveying Lake of the Woods and Rainy
Lake, Minnesota, in 1932 was well out of reach of
commercial accommodations and lived in tents .
Surveyor S . K. Davis has provided a n interesting
note from this s urvey :
"Some of the men went dee r hun ting in the f all of
the year . Cooprider and an other fellow s hot a bull
moose one Sunday by mistake . Being a one thousand
dollar fine to be caught with moose meat on the
Minn . side, they butchered it and c ut it into
pieces that would fit into the camp meat box under
all the other meat and ice . A few days later on a
Sat . we were all in camp ; the game warden stopped
by for lunch . Bell thought fo r sure tha t the
wa rden s u spect e d s ome thi ng and would ask t o b e
s hown in the mea t box ; but he di dn't. Af t e r t he
warden had gone , Bell told Cooprider that he had
to get all of that moose meat out of camp at once .
Cooprider located an old cook stove in a deserted
trappers cabin . He took one of the camp kettles
and canned the r est of t he meat and packed all of
i t in mason f ruit jars and shipped it to his wife
in Detro it. This ended the moose mea t fo r us; but
we di d en joy eating i t while we ha d i t. "
The perils of the sea r emained, though lessened by
the development of ship- to- shore radio and marine
weather forecast s . Lake Survey ' s s teamer Margar et,
engaged i n a survey of Lake Huron , was caught in
an exposed posi t i on whi le do cked a t Port Cre s cent ,
Michigan , by a s udden , seve re storm which starte d
a bout 9: 30 P .M. on November 1, 1926 . The crew
t ook t he vesse l ou t to s ea to r i de out the s t orm .
Bu t the wooden cabins sta rte d b r eaki ng up , and they
returned to the dock about 1: 00 A.M. , November 2 ,
and leaped off just before t he steame r s ank.
Whe elsman Par ker Judd relates tha t ("Nobody saved
anything exce p t their live s and were a ll thankful
o f that .") The Margaret was r a ise d , r epa ire d , and
r e t urned to s e r v i ce t he nex t y ea r .
Th e two wo r l d wars were , of course , mo re t h an inciden t a l t o the Lak e Survey . Many surveyors joi n ed
the armed forces while others remained behind to
car r y on the e ssentia l work of producing charts .
Dur ing World War I I, a spe cial cartogr aphic unit
was formed a t the Lake Survey to construct military
maps . Th is un i t wa s l a t e r de signa t ed the Ca rtogr aphic Division o f t he Lake Survey and r emai n ed i n
exi stence until 19 70.
Al though mi l i t a r y off i cer s assign ed to direc t t he
Lake Survey con t ribut e d valuable i deas an d leade r ship, it must be remembered that their tours of
duty wer e only incidents in their mili tar y careers ,
af t e r which they of t en pro ceeded t o l a r ge r ass i gnments and h i ghe r r a nk . The expe rti se requ i red t o
cha r t the Lakes and condu ct the rel a t e d f unction s
r ested , as it does n ow, mainly w{ t h the c ivil i an
en gi n eers and t h e i r h el pers, particula rly the s ocalle d ( in t he early days ) p r incipa l assis t ant
engi neers who were t he chief c ivilian a ssistants
to the office r-in-cha rge . E. E. Haskell, who as
noted above was princ ipal a ssis t an t en gineer f r om

1893 to 1906 was s ucceeded by Mr . Francis C.
Shenehon . Shenehon resigned in 1909 t o become Dean
of the College of Engineering of the University of
Minnesota . He wa s replaced by Mr . F . G. Ray, who
in the period 1917-1920 was also the Survey ' s
offi cer- in-charge , being the only c i vilian in the
h istory of the Lake Survey to be so a ppointed.
Ray went into brief retirement in the period 19201922 , dur ing which time Mr . M. S . MacDi a rmid was
the chie f civilian , and then returned as chief
c ivilian until his final retirement i n 1931 . He
1.;as succeeded in 1932 by Sherman Moore . Although
the record is not clear , apparently Mr . H. F .
Johnson was the chief civilian in the brief interval be tween the retirement of Ray and appoint ment
of Moore . In 1945, Moore was ma de a speci a l consultant , and Mr . W. T . Lai dly be came t he chief
civilian . The r e tirement of She rman Moor e i n 1950
coincided with the close of this period of t he Lake
Survey's history. (Moore ' s son , James , also worked
in the Lake Surv ey and retired in 19 71 as Chief of
the Water Levels Se ction . The combined , overlapping
car eers of Sherman and James Moo re in the Survey
covered a 69- year period , 1902-1971.)

The Culmination, 1950-1969
The yea r 1950 and the two or three years thereafter
were the beginning of a period of accelerated activity i n the La ke Survey's h i story f or several
r easons . The Korean War gave brief impetus to
mi litary mapmaking by the Cartog raphic Division .
Extremely high lake levels gav e sharp and continuing i mpetus t o the Lake Survey ' s pr ograms of mea s urement a nd s t udy of lake l evel s . Approva l of the
con s t r uc tion of t he St . Lawrence Seawate r an d Powe r
Projects and deepening of t he conne cting channels
by the Governments of Canada and the United States
r e sulted in substa ntial efforts relat e d to these
endeavors . And i nc reasing use of the Great Lakes
by mos t t ypes of ve sse ls , particula rly r e creat i ona l cr af t , gave a dde d importan ce t o char tmaking .
The se activ ities , s o cl os ely r e l a ted , yec each requir ing i ts own spe cial knowle dge t o wh i ch t he Lake
Survey brought a rar e a ss embl a ge of exp e r t i se and
experience , were to be the culminating events of
the Survey ' s long history .
With respect to chartmaking, the most n oteworthy
a c tiv ity of the La ke Survey in the 1950s was the
dee pwat er ( i. e . , beyond a depth of 36 feet) s oundi n g of Lakes Superior, Michigan , Eri e, and Ontario.
The deepwa t er a r ea s of these Lakes h ad b een soun de d
many year s befo re mainly us ing dead r eckoni n g to
posi tion the s urvey ve ssel and l ead l i ne s ounding .
The new survey p r ovided v ery much mo~e a ccurate
positions of the vessel by the us e o f electr onic
devic e s and much mo r e de finitive de p t hs by the use
of echo so unde r s . Although La ke Huron was not resurveyed, it h ad be en s ounde d only a f ew y ears
earli e r by me thods of dead r eckoni n g and echo
s ounders.
Suppo r t gi ven in the 1950s to the seaway and power
projec ts include d triangulati on , a ss i stan ce in the
oper a tion of s peci a l water lev el gages, and r evi ew
of the e ff ec t s of va rious pha s es of t h e c ons t r uc tion
on wat e r leve l s an d flows. At a bout the s ame t ime
deepen ing of t he channel s of the Uppe r Lakes t o
mat ch the dep t hs to b e provi de d by t he St . Lawrence
Seaway was s t a r t ed , and Lake Survey engineer s made
the determina tions of the effects of t he deep enin g
on l ake leve l s and outf l ows .
Const r uc tion o f the powe r pla nts acros s the
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St. Lawrence River near Cornwall, Ontario, made
possible the complete control of the outflows of
Lake Ontario , and a regulation plan (i.e., a schedule for releasing water so as to produce certain
effects on lake levels , usually a lowering of high
levels and a raising of low levels) for Lake Ontario was authorized . This regulation plan was developed by Lake Survey engineers in coordination with
counterpar t Canadian engineers. A r egulation plan
for Lake Superior developed principally by Sherman
Moore was modified by Lake Survey engineers in
1955 and was used until 1973 .
In the early 1950s, as a result of high lake levels
then occurring , the Lake Survey began an extensive
study of lake levels and began issuing lake level
forecasts . Also, a substantial number of new
water level gage installations were made, both to
support the lake level studies and to provide additional information for navigation. In a related
effort, Lake Survey engineers, again in coordination with counterpart Canadian engineers, developed
a new system of referencing (to a datum) elevations,
in use since 1960, on the Lakes and connecting
rivers .
In the 1960s, chartmaking emphasis shifted from
deepwater sounding to near-shore sounding and to
meeting the needs of the rapidly expanding fleet
of recreational boats. For the latter purpose, a
program was started of constructing and publishing
large scale book charts intended for the use of
recreational craft operators. Unfortuna tely, this
program suffered from l ack of resources, and even
now recreational craft chart coverage of the Great
Lakes is ha rdly adequate.
Efforts related to the seaway and power projects
largely disappeared in the 1960s because these
projects had been completed. Studies of lake
levels and regulation of the Lakes , however, continued at a high level of activity . In 1964, the
levels of the Lakes had descended from their highs
of 1950-52 to e xtreme lows. At that time the
Governmen ts of Canada and the Unit ed States authorized a new study, which was continued until 1973,
of lake levels and the feasibility of regulating
them. Lake Survey engineers assumed a substantial
part in this study. Hydraulic studies related to
the deepening of the connecting channels were also
continued.
In the early 1960s it had become c lea r , as n ever
before, tha t development and managemen t of the
Great Lakes required much more knowledge than
merely of lake levels and outflows. To this end,
there was established within the Lake Survey in
1962 the Great Lakes Research Center, whose function
it was to study various a spects of the physical
limnology of the Great Lakes. The activities of the
Research Center were organized into five more or
less s eparate areas, namely; wate r motion, water
ch aracteristics, shore processes, water quant i ty,
and ice and snow.
W. T. Laidly retired as the chief civilian officer
in 1963 and was succeeded by Mr. L. D. Kirshner.
Ki rshn er, who retired in 1969 with the title of
Technical Director, held the highest civil service
rank of any civilian officer of the Lake Survey
(in modern times , at least) and was the Survey ' s
last chief civilian.
At the close of this period of its history, the

Lake Survey , in addition to its more basic missions
of chartmaking and water level and river flow
measurements, was heavily committed to the lake
regulation studies and the lake research program.
All of these activities were closely related, not
only with respect to the expertise required to conduct them but also with respect to the required
field work, and in many instances were highly interdependent.

The Transition, 1970-1974
The first of the changes of this transition period
overtook the Lake Survey in March 1970 when it was
announced that, within a few weeks, the Cartographic
Division would be disbanded. The elimination of
this unit, which had been formed nearly thirty
years before the purpose of compiling military maps ,
had little effect on chartmaking except that a
number of Cartographic Division employees, through
civil service reduction in force procedures, displaced chartmakers elsewhere in the organization.
Other Cartographic Division people, some with many
years of service, were forced to leave.
Scarcely were the signatures dry on the r e ductionin-force notices when a major government reorganization was announced. This reorganization, which
took effect October 3, 1970, combined the former
U.S. Weather Bureau and former U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey of the Department of Commerce with
various units from other departments, including the
U.S. Lake Survey from the Department of Defense,
to form the new National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) . The U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey became the National Ocean Survey, and as
part of that organization the Lake Survey was given
its present title of Lake Survey Center . All of
the Survey was transferred to NOAA except a small
group engaged in shore processes research and a
larger group engaged in measurement of river flows
and study of lake regulation. These two groups
comprised a total of twenty-some people. By an odd
coincidence, the first NOAA Dire ctor of the Survey
was a Captain Williams (Navy-type rank) just as the
first officer-in-charge in 1841 had been a Captain
Williams (Army rank) .
After these major changes, there was a peri~d of
bureaucratic quiescence , although several paper
exercises involving the possible future of the
Survey were carried out. Basic work was continued.
Research programs were implemented to good effect.
The ch arting program r emained adequate with some
progress being made by a few improvements in chart
coverage, increased use of photogrammetry, and
automation of hy drographic survey data recording.
Certain improvements in the water level gaging network were also made. In 1974, a facility for maintaining and stori ng survey vessels and other equipment was established in Monroe, Michigan.
But in 1974 a further change occurred, this one to
put an end to the Lake Survey as a make r of Great
Lakes navigation charts. Early in that year, the
Lake Survey's research group was transferred from
the National Ocean Survey to anothe r NOAA component,
the Environmental Research Laboratories, and later
in the year was moved to Ann Arbor, Michigan.
More important to the chartmakers, the Lake Survey's
function s of chart compiling, engravin g , printing
and mailing were suspended in midyear, these
function s for Great Lakes charts being assimi lated
into similar functions for sea coast charts being
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conducted in the Was hingt on , D.C . area. Activities
that remained with the Lake Survey in Detroit were
charting surveys, assembly of various other chart
data and lake leve l measurements.
Now and Beyond
Despite the substantial change in the charting
program - perhaps cheered by a few, lamented by
some, and unknown to most - the production of
Great Lakes navigation charts has proceeded with
little or no interruption . Looking into the
future, it is possible to believe that, just as
it was not necessary for the charts of the Great
Lakes to be forever made by the United States
Lake Survey , it will not be forever necessary for
the making of these charts to be a function of the
Federal Government . The sales prices of the charts
are by law required to recover only printing and
distribution costs . Costs of surveys , chart
compilation, and other efforts needed to produce
the charts are borne by the Federal Government.
Whether the tax payers should continue to support
these charting efforts - the principal benefit of
which accrues to c ommercial shipping and recreational boaters - is questionable. The increase in the
price of an ordinary chart in 1975 from $1.75 to
$3.25 suggests that private enterprise may someday find it profitable to produce and sell the
charts, although this may never happen if costs
of surveys are included.

The present status of charting of the Great Lakes
is , therefore, both an epilogue and a prologue .
It is the last view of an era of 133 y ears' duration. But it is also the beginning of a new era
with a new system of chartmaking. About the future,
the only certainties we can observe are that Great
Lakes charts will con·tinue to be as necessary
(perhaps more necessary) as they are now, and that
the chartmakers, whoever they may be , will continue
to contribute their share to the history of the
Great Lakes .

*

*

*

*

*

Since completion of this history , the closing of
the Lake Survey office in Detroit, as of June 30,
1976, was announced. The functions of surveying,
assembly of chart data , and measuremen t of lake
levels are being divided between the National
Ocean Survey headquarters at Rockville , Maryland,
and Atlantic Marine Center at Norfolk, Virginia.

Mr. Frank A. Blust joined the U.S. Lake Survey in
1950, and served fi r s t as an electronics engineer,
then as a general engineer, and most recently as
a civil engineer. In 1967 he was appointed Chief
Engineer of the U.S . Lake Survey, and was Chief
of the Charting Operations Division. With the
closing of the Detroit office he has become Deputy
Chief of the Marine Chart Division at the Nationa l
Ocean Survey headquarters at Rockville, Maryland.

There is a proper measure In all things. (Horace)
R. W. SANDILANDS
Canadian Hydrographic Seryice
Victoria, B. C.

By the very nature of his profession the surveyor
is preci se in meas urement and in these days of
changing units of meas urement, information shee t s
giving conversion factors to umpteem decimal places
appear regularly in ones "in" tray .
But what about the poor old barrel, probably most
familiar these days as a measure of oil.
The Oxford Dictionary defin ed a barrel as 1) a
cask and that it was 2) used as a measure of
capacity both for l iquids and dry goods, varying
with the commodity.
Most measures are precise and frequently the
standard l ays down such thi ngs as temperature,
pressure, specific gravity etc . s o the var i an ce
intrigued me .

Peter Wimsey fans may be interested to know that
instead of "Five Red Herrings" the Dorothy L . Sayers
book could have been entitled "5/160th of a barrel
of red herrings" .
For those who ente rtain on a large scale a barrel
of an chovi es holding 30 lbs. , a barrel or two of
al e or porter holding 2 kilderkins, a barrel or
two of beer- in Canada, 25 gallons; U.S. , 30
gallons; U.K., 36 gallons and a barrel or two of
wine containing 31 1/2 gallons, should provide the
basis for a good party .
If you plan to bea t . inflation by bulk buy ing try
a barrel of flo ur holdi n g 14 pecks, a barrel of
butte r holding 4 firkins, make your pastry, peel
and slice a barr el of apples - 125 to 1 50 lbs. and you can have a freezer full of home made apple
pie. If you pre fer raisin pie then a barrel of
raisins holds 112 lbs. - and if you like cheese
wi th your pie, a ba rrel holds 224 lbs .

When you can n o longer s t and the traffic in Victori a you can keep the tourists on the mainland
by sending a few fireships into the Tsawwa ssen
The barrel of oil containing 42 U. S. gallons seems
to b e a world wide standa rd even in metric countr ies, Ferry Terminal in the fines t traditions of Sir
while in Canada, according to the Canadian Almanac
Francis Drake . Jus t fill your fireships with a
and Directory the standard is 34.9722 imperi al
few barrels of gunpowder, 100 lbs ; turp entine ,
gallons - which of course when multiplied by a
224-280 lbs.; and tar 26 1/4 gallons. Of course
1.20095 conversion factor brin gs us back t o the
if you pref er bloc kships then ge t a few barrels of
42 U.S . gall ons.
cement holding 350 lbs .
I n the British f ish tra de a barrel of cured herring
contains b e tween 900 and 1,000 fish and weighs
2 6/7 cwt, ( I wonder how they are coping with that
weight on metric conversion!) though in Scotland,
different as ever, a ba rrel of cured herring is
defined as containing 26 2/3 imp erial gallons. A
barrel of fresh h erring holds 660 fish and Lord

Old s t y l e politicians anxious to keep their seats
could p erhaps invest in pork barreling - at 224
lbs. per barrel - or soft soaping - at 256 l bs.
per barrel .
About this stage I decided to leave it all to
George Slee to sort out!!!
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Tracked Vehicle
Sounding Over Ice
M. R. CRUTCHLOW

the state of the technology . During that operation
a hydraulically controlled auger cleared the ice
surface of snow and then a second device lowered
the transducer, immersed in a bag of fluid, on to
the ice surface.
During the contract some experiments were conducted
to examine the feasibility of coupling a spike
directly to the transducer and thus avoid the need
to remove snow from the ice (Knudsen et al. 1975).

Canadian Hydrographic Service
Central Region

Sounding in ice covered waters from a tracked
vehicle using a transducer mechanically coupled to
a spike is a new field for the Canadian Hydrographic
Service. Although tracked vehicles and throughice sounding have both been around for a number of
y ears, the combination of both is a recent development.
For those not familiar with this type of work let
us briefly r eview the history of recent Arctic
surveying.
Background
Hydrographers in the late fifties operating on the
frozen sea in the far north resorted to the most
basic method of obtaining bathymetric information .
A hole was either drilled or blasted in the ice
and a weighted line lowered to measure the depth.
This was l aborious and time - cons uming. Ship surveys
also used the sounding line until the advent of the
modern day echo sounder. Ships could not always
reach their work areas because of unpredictable
ice conditions and, as a result, new methods had to
be developed. One scheme developed , used a helicopter to pull a transducer in a streamlined body
through the water (Eaton 1963). Another system
that was devel oped employed a transducer mounted
to a r etractabl e strut on a hovercraft (Yeat 1969).
Both of these projects were short lived because of
problems in design and working conditions.

Fig. 1.

C.H.S. tracked survey vehicle on the Arctic ice.

Banister Technical Services Proposal
On November 13, 1975 Banister Technical Services
submitted an unsolicited proposal to the government outlining a plan for a tracked vehicle using
spike coupled transducers for through-the- ice
sounding. This proposal was accepted by the
Department of Supply and Services and the responsibility for scientific management giv en t o the Central Region, Canadian Hydrographic Service .

In the mid-Sixties the helicopter and the echo
sounder were again paired but this time for sounding
in completely ice c overed waters during the Arctic
spring . A transdu cer placed on a prepared section
of ice transmits an energy pulse through both the
ice and water , the returnin g energy is r eceived by
the transducer and by measuring the time i nte r val
between transmission and reception of the signal,
a depth for that position can be measured. This
has been the primary means of obtaining winter
bathymetry in the northern reaches of Canada for
the last decade and a half.
Helic opters are expensive to op erate and the pract icality of using h e licopters dimi nishes as the
spacing be tween soundings is decreased. This is
where a tracked vehicle can be used efficiently.
When the distance between soundings is on the order
of 200 metres or less the tracked vehicle becomes
a useful sounding vehicle.
In 1974 i t b e came knmm that Banis t e r Technical
Services was successfully obt ainin g depth measurements from a tracked vehi cl e as part of the pr ogram
o f s tudies fo r the Polar Gas route . Subsequently ,
the Canadian Hydrographic Service let a small contract to Banister in order to carefully examine

Fig. 2.

Side and rear view. One ram is on its extended position.

A modified Canadair Flex trac CF-23 was chosen as
the sounding vehicl e, with hydraulically operated
rams placed a t each corn er. These rams raised and
lowered transducers wi th metal spikes coupled to
the trans ducer face . A BANCQES e l e ctronic sys t em
was used to collect and analyze the depth measurements. This is a Banister-developed data acquisi-
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tion system using non-linea.r a.l!lplifiers to process
the return signals .
The field tests themselves were to be carried out
at Resolute Bay, N.W.T. The Polar Continental
Shelf Project, a Federal Agency supporting government activities in the Arctic, was to provide
logistic support .

Field Trials
Due to very poor ice conditions in the Resolute
Bay_ area, the field trials were moved to Rea Point
on Melville Island. The facilities at the Polar
Gas camp were made available for the 35-day period
of the trials. Rea Point proved to be an excellent
location. Varying ice conditions and snow cover
permitted a good evaluation of the CF-23 and the
hydraulic ram design . This permitted later recommendations for modifications that would be needed
to produce an optimum vehicle design .
Four different sounding frequencies, 3.5, 7, 12 and
24 KHz,were tested during the trials. Two types of
transducers were used; one for 3 . 5 and 7 KHz a.nd
another for 12 and 24 KHz . The lower frequency
transducers we re mounted on the bottom of the hydraulic ram and were transmitting directly into
the spikes. Of the four transducers mounted on the
vehicle, only two, diagonally opposed, were used
at any given time, one transmitting and another
recelvlng. As expected, the 3.5 KHz system performed better than the 7 KHz .

In preliminary trials carried out in Alberta by
Banister, it was found that the 12-24 KHz transducer could be mounted above the hydraulic pistons
and a signal transmitted through the hydraulic oil;
however, in actual Arctic conditions this method
was unsuccessful. Both transmitting and receiving
transducers had been mounted in this manner and required modification before any data could be collected . Since materials were in short supply at Rea
Point, only the front transducer was repositioned
below the ram assembly. Results on the 12 KHz
system improved considerably but the 24 KHz system
was still not showing any significant improvement.
This was attributed to the fact that the receiving
transducer was still mounted above the hydraulic
pistons.
With no data returns from the 24 KHz system, the
bulk of the tests were carried out evaluating the
3 lower frequencies in as many varied field conditions
as possible. This included as many different ice
types as available and varying water depths from a
few metr2s to 170 metres.

D. Caulfield, the projec t manager f or Banister, modified the "CAULFIELD" amplifiers i n the BANCQES
system and the transducer impedance to optimize the
system. Up to 75 feet of sub-bottom penetration
was evident with the 3.5 KHz system. Although this
was not of prime concern for hydrographic interests
it did indicate that this particular technique
could also be used for sub-bottom profiling.

Fig. 4.

Transducer and spike in raised position.

Although data ana l ys is is not yet complete, a full
report on the project is to be prepared by Banister
Technical Services. Because different transducer
mounting schemes were used, a comparison of the 3.5
- 7 KHz and 12 - 24 KHz systems could not be fully
realized. However, it does appear tha t the higher
frequency can be made workable by positioning both
the transmit and receive transducers directly on
the spikes. Test results a l so indicate that the
e l ectronic system is capable of production work
in its present form although further development
work is necessary to optimize it .
Several improvements and modifications suggested by
the results of this project are currently be ing
carried out. These include relocating the high
frequ en cy transducers to a position below the rams
a nd installing new rams which will extend and retract more rapid l y than the origina l ones.
Fig. 3.

Front of vehicle and 12/24 KHz transducer .
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Vehicle Analysis
As sta~ed earlier , helicopters have been used for
many years as a platform for obtaining depth measurements in ice covered waters . The success of the
tracked vehicle trials to date show that they also
have considerable potential as sounding platforms.
It seems that we can now use a tracked vehicle in
conjunction with the helicopters to advantage
(Crutchlow 1976). If we are to follow the recommendations in the LAPP Report (LAPP 1974) concerning
local, detailed, site-specific bathymetric coverage
it would seem logical to use tracked vehicles which
are more suited for the short spaced sounding intervals required rather than helicopters . E . Brown ,
has stated that, in future, the Hydrographic Service
will place emphasis on corridor surveys rather than
total coverage (Brown 197 5) . This would be an area
for tracked vehicle usage. Shoal areas within these
corridors could be examined in detail with short
interval sounding leaving the regular interval sounding to the faster helicopters .

Fig. 5.

3.5/7 KHz transducer and spike in
lowered (sounding) position.

This project has also stimulated development work
in other related areas. For example , further experimental work on spike design and spike to ice
coupling will be carried out. Consideration is
also being given to adapting the spike transducer
design for use with helicopter through-the-ice
sounding. Hopefully, this development activity
will be completed in time to permit testing during
the 1977 winter field season .
On completion of the sounding tests , C. Doekes, a
programmer/analyst, arrived at Rea Point to carry
out tests using INDAPS (Integrated Navigation ,
Data Acquisition, and Processing System) aboard
the vehicle. This system , which is normally used
on survey ships and launches, had previously been
installed in the vehicle but not tested under field
conditions . Its function was to provide vehicle
navigation and to automate the collection of survey
data. This part of the project is discussed in a
separate article elsewhere in this issue (Doekes
1976).

How should the vehicle be made up? It must have
enough room for all the possible gear that might
need to be used plus room for 2 or 3 people. It
must be adequately heated with a heater independent
of t h e main engine . It must be capable of floatin s
long enough to allow escape in case the vehicle
breaks through the ice . There must be adequate
e lectrical power for both the vehicles' needs and
those of the survey electronics. The motor power
should be diesel with an automatic transmission .
A diesel is better suited to prolonged and continuous running and presents less of a fire hazard
than a gasoline motor. The fuel consumption should
be low so as to provide a relatively long operating
range.
The Canadair Flextrac CF-23 that was modified for
these trials had all of the above qualities except
for the automatic transmission. It proved to be a
dependable machine when the "bugs" were ironed out.
It was quite large for a bathymetric vehicle but
should make an ideal "mother ship" for several
smaller tracked vehicles working with it.
The major drawback with this vehicle was the means
of transporting it. A C-130 Hercules aircraft was
required to move it from Yellowknife to Rea Point.
Once in the Arctic , it is quite capable of being
driven for long distances under its own power with
aircraft support for fuel caching . It managed
10 kilometres per hour with a fuel consumption of
4 ga llons per hour over normal 1 year ice during
the trials . This is quite good for a vehicle that
weighs 7 tons.

Conclusion
It appears that with the development of spiked transducers and tracked vehicles used together, a more
economical form of short interval sounding has been
produced. Although it will not replace the helicopter surveys now employed , it can be used t ,o
advantage in conjunction with them . The spiked
transducer system is presently being adapted to a
helicopter in the hopes that it will produce a
faster sounding rate than at present .

Fig. 6.

Interior of vehicle and survey electronics.
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GENERATORS - A One Act Play
Cast:

Al Hughes
Pete Richards
M= Ames
Technician

Regional headquarters
Engineer
Hydrographer - i n- Charge
Mechanic
Electronic techni ci an
r espons i ble for maintaining t he Mini f i x
Shore Stat i ons, includi ng their power source s.

Duri n g t he 1976 hy dro gr aph ic s urvey of Lake Superior
by Ce ntral Region , C.H.S. , th ere we r e many problems
with the diesel generators at one of the Hinifix
sites. In his frustration , the electronics technician assigned to the party , Mr. R. Coons, penned
the following addendum to the monthly field report:
" I n the b eginni n g, the r e wer e two generato rs and
it came t o pass that t hey both con s umed oi l at a
f earsome r a t e .
And the one generator consumed oil by burning it ,
and Al Hughes said: "I will send unto you a quantity
of parts and you shall cause Ray on the BAYFI ELD to
a ssemble them into the engine". And this was done.
Th en, mu ch gri ef f e ll upon the l and. Pete Richa rds
ha d h is h ead c l e ft open by a f l y ing c r ank and was
in a wondrous wroth s pirit . And the t echnician and
the h el icop t e r eng i n eer crank ed on the engine on
another day and were unable to bring life to it,
and they too came into wroth spirits . And the
other generator still consumed oil .
Then , unto the l and came Hax Ames and he said: "Lo ,
this engin e s pi tte th o il fr om its ma in bear ing and
cause t h a so r e mess" . And h e r eplaced t his engine
with one whi ch h ad r ecen t l y come unto him f rom t h e
gr ea t l an d of Van c ouv e r . And he brough t l ife t o
the other engine. And the assembled host said:
"Surely Max is a grea t man", and were ama zed.

But Max Ames c ouns elled them saying : "Use the
engine which I have jus t brought unto you fo r it i s
good. Use not the other engine for it hath no oil
pressure cutoff switch and will surely damage itself if it runneth out of oil". And, seeing that
his work was good, he left. And his work was good ,
and the multitude is grateful unto Max in full
measu r e for his work wa s good.
For two days the en gine ran and, after t h i s t i me,
the t echnician wen t t o it an d l ooked at t h e he igh t
of the oil in it and said: "It is good". And a
week later, he returned and found the engine not
running, though it had a quantity of fuel , and its
oil pre ssure cutoff switch had not wo rked, and it
ha d no oil. And the technic ian put oil into the
engine and h e caused i t to run by s ayin g many foul
words .
Lo , the en gi n e s moked fier cely and lustily an d t he
technician said: "It is bad for the engine has
surely damaged itself by running out of oil" . And
he could not start the other engine .
It came to p ass t hat in two more day s the engine did
not run a gain. And this time the f ue l line h ad
sha ken l oose from i t s banjo fit t i n g . And this cost
nearly a dr um of fu e l wh ich h ad spille d on the gr ound .
Then the technician looked upon the fuel line and
the banjo fitting and said : "Whosever ha s attempted
to solder these t ogether was right s t onied in the
bra in and knew n ot wha t he was doing". And the
t echnic i a n cur sed the man' s s oul and wished a p l agu e
on him and his house.
I t was then tha t the f it tings we re proper ly j oined
t oge ther for t he first t i me . But the en gine continued to consume oil , and the other engine could
not be made to run . "
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Technical Services as part of a through-the-ice,
sub-bottom, acoustic profiling system.

Use of INDAPS in
Arctic Surveying

The INDAPS phase of the project was carried out in
two stages. Computer software and interface hardware for navigation and depth measurement were
developed and tested in Burlington and at Banister
Technical Services in Edmonton. The second stage
consisted of field installation and testing aboard
the tracked vehicle at Rea Point N.W.T. in the
early Spring of 1976.

C.DOEKES
Hydrographic Development Group
Canadian Hydrographic Service
Central Region

The Winter 1976 tracked vehicle program in the
Arctic provided Central Region of the Canadian Hydrographic Service with a unique opportunity to develop
and test a non-marine application of INDAPS. A
general description of this program (a contract
with Banister Technical Services) can be found elsewhere in this issue (Crutchlow 1976). This article
describes the INDAPS phase of the project and the
results derived from it.
INDAPS (Bryant et al. 1976) an acronym for Integrated Navigation, Data Acquisition, and Processing
System, is the computer-based hydrographic data
logging and processing system developed by Central
Region. Its primary application, to date, has been
on hydrographic surveys in a marine environment
both on small launches and on larger survey ves~els.
INDAPS system was included in the project for
three reasons. First, to test the feasibility of
providing a tracked vehicle with steering information thereby enabling it to travel along preplanned survey lines and obtain spot soundings at
pre-defined intervals along the line. Second, to
test INDAPS equipment in an environment known to
have high vibration levels and possibly high noise
levels (due to static electricity , for example) .
Third, to investigate the feasibility of interfacing
INDAPS to the BANCQES electronic system in order to
derive depth information on-line .
An

The BANCQES electronics (Caulfield et al. 1976) is
a signal processing system developed by Banister

A block diagram of the electronics used is shown
in Figure 1. A conventional INDAPS data logging
system (Bryant et al. 1976) complete with cartridge
tape drive, printer, and CRT monitor, and a Miniranger positioning system were used to provide
vehicle navigation. The BANCQES system, interfaced
to INDAPS via the digital multiplexer, provided
START and STOP pulses which were used to measure
depth. Bottom returns from the transceiver were
displayed on a conventional graphic recorder, and
analogue transmit and receive signals were recorded
on magnetic tape.
Computer software was developed to collect range
data from a Motorola Miniranger on-line and, at 2
second intervals, perform navigation calculations
and display steering information for the vehicle
driver (helmsman) on the CRT monitor. Steering
information consisted of distance off the survey
line, an arrow indicating direction to steer in
order to return to the line and the distance along
the line to the next sounding station. In developing this software, existing INDAPS routines were
included where possible both to reduce the amount
of new development activity required and to attempt
to maintain common features (such as operating procedure) between this system and the original INDAPS
systems .
Further software development focussed on the problem
of measuring and recording data at a sounding station.
Miniranger data was gathered until enough range
readings had been obtained to derive a satisfactory
measure of position (20 values of each range) and
then averaged and recorded on cartridge tape.

GRAPHIC

SOUNDER
TRANSCEIVER

START I STOP
PULSES

MONITOR

RECORDER

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF ELECTRONICS
Figure 1
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Depth data was derived from the BANCQES system
which supplied a START pulse at the tim.e of sonar
transmission and a STOP pulse when a satisfactory
(to the electronics) return signal had been received. A real time clock in the computer was
used to measure the time between START and STOP
pulses and, hence, to obtain a measure of the
depth. Resolution time of the clock was 100 ~sec
thereby permitting depth measurement to a resolution
of 0.7 decimetres. Individual times between START
and STOP pulses (accurate to the resolution of the
clock) were stored in a frequency of occurrence
array in the computer. When enough data (100 depth
values) had been gathered, the time value encountered most frequently was converted to a depth and,
together with the raw data (frequency of occurrence
array), recorded on cartridge tape.
Operation of the system is similar to conventional
INDAPS. Survey parameters such as Miniranger
station positions, the sine and cosine of the
bearing of the line to be surveyed, the position
of the first sounding station on the line, and
station spacing along the line are entered via the
thumbwheels.
Miniranger data is then used to provide steering
directions to the first sounding station.
Figure 2 shows the CRT monitor in the vehicle
displaying the time, range A, range B, grid coordinates, and steering information.

it became more difficult to follow a line because
it '"as often necessary to drive around obstacles
such as hummocks on the ice.
Occasionally, because of rough ice conditions, it
was impossible to drive the vehicle to the exact
location of the sounding station. Because "true"
or actual position of the vehicle is recorded on
cartridge tape, a deviation of 5 or 10 metres from
intended position is insignificant if sounding
stations are well spaced (e.g. 50 or 100 metres).
However, if sounding station spacing is on the
order of 10 or 15 metres, a deviation of 5 or 10
metres could result in inadequate bottom coverage
along the line.
Dep·th data was collected at 50 metre intervals along
several sounding lines which had been surveyed previously by the tracked vehicle without the benefit
of INDAPS. Measured depths were in general agreement with those obtained previously but, because
of the different methods used in defining the location of sounding stations, exact comparison was
difficult.
On occasion, the sonar return signal was sufficient!~
noisy that the BANCQES electronics was unable to
derive a "consistent" STOP pulse. This resulted
in a broad frequency of occurrence distribution and
a poor or meaningless determination of depth. Poor
coupling of spike to ice or poor quality of ice
(air pockets etc.) could generally account for the
presence of such a large noise component.
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At the sounding station, the navigation process is
halted and position and depth data are gathered in
~he manner described previously.
When sounding is
complete, position and depth data are recorded on
cartridge tape and the time, range A, range B, and
calculated depth are printed to permit a data
validity check. At this time, navigation mode is
re-entered and the hydrographer can command the
system to provide steering directions to the next
sounding station along the line.
System tests were conducted on the ice at Rea
Point during the period April 30 -May 2, 1976
in water depths ranging from approximately 7 to
22 metres. Vehicle navigation using INDAPS proved
to be easy to implement and use. On smooth ice,
the vehicle driver was easily able to steer along
survey lines and stop exactly at sounding stations
after a little practice. Under rough ice conditions,
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Figures 3 and 4 show two frequency of occurrence
distributions measured "live" at Rea Point in
shallow water. Units on the X axis are clock counts
and are directly proportional to elapsed time between START and STOP pulses. The Y axis units are
a measure of the number of times a particular clock
count is obse rved , that is , t he frequency of occurr ence of ea ch value on the X axis. Each distribution resulted from a total of 100 depth measurements . In these tests , the clock count corresponding to the peak of the distribution was used to
derive the depth value. A more sophisticated technique, such as using the centroid of a Gaussian
distribution f i tted to the data , would result in a
more accurate measure of the depth .
The first distribution (Fig. 3), corresponds to a
case of good spike to ice contact, good quality ice
and little extraneous noise. This is demonstrated
by the well-defined, narrow distribution. The
second one (Fig. 4), which is much broader and less
well-defined, indicates that the spike to ice coupling was poor or that the ice was of inferior
quality. In othe r cases wher e the coupling and/or
the ice were very poor, the resulting distributions
were almost random in nature.

Figure 5

Several important conclusions can be drawn from
the results of this project. First, INDAPS equipment is able to operate satisfactorily in tracked
vehicles under Arctic conditions although long
t erm tests are necessary before this can be said
with complete assurance. Second, it is feasible
and desirable to use INDAPS style navigation in
tracked vehicles surveying in the Arctic. Third,
the method of depth measurement outlined here although not entirely successful - did show some
promise. Further development work, especially in
the area of signal processin g electronics, is nec essary before it will be possible to automatically
and reliably measure and record spot soundings
through the ice .
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During the brief time period at Rea Point, it was
not possible to test the INDAPS sy stem "live" in
deeper water. However, earlier tests had been conducted in depths up to 170 metres and the corresponding analogue signals recorded on magne tic tap e.
These tapes could be "played back" thr ough the
BANCQES elec tronics an d START and STOP pulses generated as i f live data was being collected. This
method was used to test the INDAPS system at depths
up to about 100 metres.
Figure 5 illustrates a distribution obtaine d in
this manner. Because insuffic ient time was spent
on s t ation wh en r e cording the tape, it was impossible
t o obtain 100 de pth measurements as had been the
case with live data. However, the distribu tion
obtained is r easona bly well-defined and narrow
which suggests that this method of depth measurement could be used for depths of at least 100 metres.
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Some Experiences with a
Geodimeter 6 BL under
Hydrographic Conditions
R. I. CHOO-SHEE-NAM
Superintendent of Surveys
Transport & Harbours Department
Guyana

Before commencing our 1975 survey s eason, the
Geodimeter 6 BL was tested on our STANDARD base of
280.145 metres (see page ) and on a line of
14,363 . 550 metres; the latter distance was derived
from its known co-ordinates. The results of both
measurements were very satisfactory8.
On the Field assignment , fully observed triangles
were the aim, see diagram 1 . For this exercise
the 'AGA' Form was modified in an effort to allow
the booker to point out gross errors in observing
and increase the operator's confidence ; see diagram
2. These modifications proved satisfactory but one
distance defied these checks. The forms showing
the error and the corrections are shown on diagrams
3 and 4 respectively.

In as much as the Laser Geodimeter*appeared as
early as 1968 little is known to have been written
about it, a fact which I discovered to my amazement
late in 1974, when I had cause to make reference
to all available 'Texts' at my disposal (See reference) . This motivated me to write this paper
in an effort to share my experiences, gained
using a Geodimeter 6 BL, with my colleagues.
The Geod i meter 6 BL was purchased because of the
following features : (a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)

Its range is from 15 metres to 20 or 25
kilometres 1
Only one (1) Surveyor (operator) is required.
A very important factor for a small unit such
as ours .
The measuring time for Hydrographic standards
is only one (1) minute, while better accuracy
can be achieved, if desired with additional
time.
The computations of readings do not involve
as much calculation as with previous Geodimeters .
The site giving optimum access and observer
comfort can be chosen for the expensive
instrument leaving awkward points to be
2
occupied by the less expensive reflector(s) .
Over long lines, the laser can be used as a
theodolite target3.

Late in 1974, our first Geodimeter 6 BL was received and it gave us many an anxious moment, as it
did not operate as per specifications. It had
fortunately or unfortunately suffered internal
injuries 4 in transit tram the U.K., as it malfunctioned on receipt. It would not measure any
distance over 2 kilometres. I say fortunately
because on reconsideration, the malfunctioning
instrument caused us to carry out many more trial
measurements than would have been done normally,
not to mention the number of times the hand-book
was studied as it was the only source of relevant
information available even though surveying Text
books were consulted, as mentioned above 5 . I say
unfortunately because when we were satisfied that
the fault lay with the instrument instead of the
uninitiated operator, the manufacturers were
written to, resulting in a replacement (instrument)
which was not entirely free to the purchaser 6 •
However, on receipt the replacement Geodimeter 6BL,
which arrived in mid-January, 1975, was immediately
checked in office via the operating check 7 , which
is used to test the instrument indoors, and all
meters worked as described in the manual. The
first instrument did not function in the last
step of this test, which gave the first indication
that the instrument was not working normally .

Geodrmeter Distances
- - - - - - - Tellurometer Drstances
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I will now elaborate on this point. The last digit
in Frequency 1 should agree +1 with the first
digit of Frequency 2. As shown, only a 9 or
possibly an 8 booked incorrectly can cause this
error, which is rather serious as an error of
several metres is involved. This could have disastrous results in an open traverse, as Frequency 1
has no other check.

F2

~

F1

CiliB
ERROR NOT SEEN

~

A few points which the uninitiated operator may
find useful are : (a) On pointing the laser at the reflectors, particularly over long (distances) lines, the
laser light may not be visible at first. The
telescope is moved until the light comes on or
a flash is seen. Near this point with the
tangents, the light is peaked for its maximum.

The Example here shows the problem.
F1

reflectors. On inspection, it '"as discovered
that sub-surface erosion had taken place affecting
the foundation of the mark and that wave action at
high tide was aggravating the problem.

19 1· 1·1 · 1

(b) The Vertical and Horizontal c lamps must be
tight or it may lose lock periodically (contrary to training with the odolite) particularly
when the eye piece switch is operated.

ERROR SEEN

(c) The indicator light though ON is not a guarantee
as the hand-book seems to suggest , that the
reading is correct. It maybe phase out! With
BOOKED INCORRECTLY
BOOKED CORRECTLY
the Tellurometer, if hand motion and null
needle are not in sympathy, the reading will
be incorrect. NO DIRECT WARNING ABOUT THIS
PART OF BOOKING FORM
CAN BE FOUND IN THE HANDBOOK, and the Tellurometer rule does not apply. Only the booker
Apart from this, all measured distances were very
can help particularly in the long method of
satisfactory and even though both methods of measuremeasuring.
ment were employed (See diagram 4), some nineteen
lines were measured under Hydrographic conditions
(d) The handbook and the forms for the short method
from drying rocks, banks etc. in only two days!
measure do not cater fo r the frequency 4, i.e.
Diagram '5' shows the distanc es and agreement
meas ures over 5000 metres. For these the
of the lines measured. It was also found that the
forms should be modified .
two (2) methods did not differ outside 10 mm as
per handbook 1 0 .
(e) Generally, examples are usually easier to
remember and understand than a remark. DiaAn uninitiated Surveyor (operator) of the Geodimeter
gram 4 shows how a disance of over 5000 metres
6 BL is advised to read the handbook , many times,
is booked.
preferably with the instrument before him, and be
FULLY conversant with the operation of every switch,
(f) The operator should resist the temptation to
meter, etc. be fore attempting a measurement .
hurry the readin g and allow time fo r n eedle
Further, i t is r ecommended that he observes a few
to settle . The handbook explains why.
KNOWN distances , the more the better, of various
lengths in order to build proficiency.
(g) It is good practice to observe both measures

~

lsl·l·l·l

lsl·l·l·l

When setting up the instrument in the usual manner,
it is essential to ensure that the tripod is
STABLE. Time spent on ensuring a stable set up
will n ever be wasted as the Geodimeter i s not only
a heavy instrument in r elation to a theodolite, but
as its meas uring beam is so n arrow it 'loses l ock'
(loss of s ignal) when the set up is uns table .
At one Triangulation 'pillar' at the water's edge
on which the Geodimeter was set , it was observed
that the instrument was losing lock. On checking
visually through the eye piece, the instrument
cross-hair could be seen to move r e lative to the

Date
1969
1972
1972
1972
1 973
1973
1974
1975

Electronic Equipment
MRA 101
Geodimeter 6A
(no met applied)
MRA 3
Distomat
El ectrotap e
El ec trotape
Geodime t er 6 BL
Geodime t er 6BL

(short and long) and compare uncorrected
'Met' distances before breaking the set up,
as the time to observe is infinitesimal to the
travelling time to occupy the ptation.
(h) Radio communication between r eflector and
instrument is desirable but not essential.
The decision having been taken to purchase an
Electronic Distance measuring (E.D .M.) system, the
wide range of E. D.M. systems available today were
studied, mainly from brochures , and quotations were
invited from three (3) manufacturers i. e. Tellurometer (MRA3), Cubic Indust rial Corporation (Electrotape DM- 20) and A.G.A. (Ge odimeter 6 BL).

Distan ce (M)
280.129

Diff .
-0.16

Agre ement
1/17,500

280.136
280.165
280.15
280 .178
280.189
280. 149
280.149

-0 .009
+0 .020
+0.005
+0. 033
+0.044
+0.004
+0.004

1/31,000
1/14,000
1/56 ,000
1/8,500
1/6, 400
1/70,000
1/70,000

Remarks
Inst. on Demonstration

Best agreement
II

3281.13399

.00003

-

5770.869

3281.134

Arak

Swarte Hoek

Kal

4055.333

Wallace Rock

Saxacalli

1190.577

PM 116

Wallace Rock

3551.123

4516.960

Kal
4516.95900
1190.57696
4055.33296

.001
.00004
.0004
II

II

.9999905842

. 9999925464

.999999241

1.000003066

Diagram 5

TELLUROMETER MEASUREMENTS

.999998269

3551.12299

.00001
. 999992987

.999999596

5113.706

-

.00005

5113.706

.999984942

4322.28033
2766.74196

.00067

4322.281

2766.742

PM 116

H 21

BASE

BASE

6851.5315

BASE

. 047
+ .057

4055.37687
8023.01706

4055.329882
8023.0742

BASE
1190.580610

4516.927323

BASE

+.083

+ .030

BASE

+.0099

1/140,000

1/86,000

1/61,000

1/91,000

1/198,000

1/102,000

1/131,000
.063

1/245,000

- .026

1/76,000,000

1/212,000

1/479,000

1/465,000

1/465,000

Agreement

+ .051

4516.927323

5113. 620802

2766.670101

1960.680328

- .007
+ .019

3551.116841

5113.703932

2766.700298

4322.215245

. 999993006

.00006
.999991551

5105.21652
1960.69023

. 999987769

5105.27897
1960.70394

.00004

5105.279

1960.704

Sax.

6478.768043

.999985109

6478.928

6478.83152

6744.641469

6744.69282

.999986495

S/H

-

6478.928

6360.587367

6360.56134

.9999982293

6744.78391

Wolga H 20

.00009

6360.67397

.00003

6360.674

6744.784

Chou Chou

H 20

4064.832046
2736.33008

3201. 733601

3201.72692
4064.85123

BASE

BASE

3281.08677

5770.77459

2736.33012

2736.37374

.00026

2736.374

Swarte Hoek

.999979171

.9999856082

- .013

6010.495944

6010.48383

Diff.
-.0134

Distance for
Co-ordinates
6249.161935

6249.14849

Accepted
Grid Dist.

.9999984059

3201.773
4064.9359

.0001

4064.936

Pigeon

3201.773

Sax.

Bartica Point H21

Chou Chou.

Pigeon

Stampa (W)

.9999836449

5770.86897

.00019

6010.587

Arak

.9999827329

6010.58681

Sacacalli

.9999767949

6249.2935

.005

6249.294

Stamp

Lanaballi

Mean Scale
Factor

Horizantal
Distance

Slope
Correction

Measurement

To

From

~
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My surveyors and I have had some experience using
the Tellurometer and Electrotape but none with the
Geodimeter. However, I saw a Geodimeter 6A demonstrated in Guyana by J .M. Davies of the Directora te
of Overseas surveys and a model 6 BL Geodimeter in
London (1974) by Brian McGuigan of AGA UK . (one
cold winter's day).

U.S . Army Surveyor Computer' s Manual , TM 5-237,
Page 115.

The Tellurometer's price short listed our choice
to either the Electrotaoe or the Geodimeter ( A
Tellurometer minimum system of two (2) instruments
price quotation was about double either of the other
two (2) systems) .

Notes

The Geodimeter was selected because it satisfied
our range requirement and only half the operator
personnel of the Electrotape is required. The
reflectors can be pre-set. Our survey unit has
only two (2) Hydrographic surveyors, each one
carrying an assistant surveyor. As it is desirable
to have one survey or in Office on stand by (to
attend to emergencies such as ••reeks, channel buoys
etc. while pre paring the results of his last survey
or preparing for his next assignment) the one
operator feature is very important.

U.S. Army Topographic Surveying, TM 5-441, Chapter
IV .

(1)

See AGA Geodimeter Handbook (6 BL) which gives
full technical data and a detailed description
of the measuring principle.

(2)

(a) In many cases not only do some triangulation stations present this problem but
many sounding or navigation marks . Resection and intersection, which are usua lly
avoided by the Topographic Surveyor, is
normal in Hydrography. The potential of
measuring to any object , by even holding
the reflectors, gives much flexibility to
the Hydrographic Surveyor.
(b) The heights of the instrument and reflectors at the maximum range of 25 Km =
(13 . 49 mls . ) would have to be some .138 ft;
a condition that can rarely be met, as
high suitable buildings in the right location of over 100 feet in a flat country as
ours, are h ard to come by, and to fix a
mark at this range would require a minimum of two (2) such buildings. Usually
only large survey Depa rtments have Bilby
Towers.

It is my op~n~on that once the operation of the
Geodimeter 6 BL has been mastered, and here the
opinion is held that there is room for improvement
in the hand book, many accurate measurements can
be made in a shorter time than we took using either
the Electrotape or Tellurometer, in that order .
No doubt, the Geodimeter 6BL will find favour with
many an emerging nation Hydrographic survey unit,
as it has done with us, and/or the many Harbour
Authorities throughout the world as well as the
land surveyor/or Engineer for whom it was designed ,
since this portable equipment (12V battery) has
gone a long way to close the gap between micro
wave and light wave E.D .M. equipment whil e maintaining the light wave advantages.
Of course , like all E.D.M. equipment bought by
small emerging countries, serv icing agents are not
usually within easy rea ch , though air freight
facilities mean this problem is not insuperable.

BOTANIC GARDENS BASE
This base was establishe d from three (3) measures
by the Directorate of Overseas Surveys (D . O.S . ) in
1968, using a tape (feet) in catenary from which
the distance in metres was derived: 919 . 1109 feet
= 280.145 metres.
The base was checked by the
Hydrographic Surveys of Transport and Ha rbours
Department in 1975 using standard tapes in metres
and the mean of three (3) measures (corrected for
temp, sag, slope with ~ull standard) was 280 . 143,
giving an agreement of /140,000.

References
Bamford, G., Geodesy Chapter 1 Section 4. Oxford
1971.
Allan, A.L, Hollwey, J.R. Mayes, J.H.B., Practical
Chapt er IV
Heinemann : London.

Field Surveying & Computations .

Clark, D. Plane & Geodetic Surveying, Volume II,
Chapter IV. Constable : London .

(c) Lines over 10 miles may require a Wild
T3 in order that the angles weight be in
sympathy with Geodimeter 6 BL measured
lengths .
(d) Note that met corrections are not as
critical as with micro wave instruments.
(3)

No actual angle observations using this method
have been done by us to date but we are sure
that this is quite possible .

(4)

The Instrument is supplied with a Test certificate and constant correct i ons , but the certificate does not say over what ranges it was
tested.

(5)

Because of the rapid changes of E. D. M. equipment, the editors of New Text Books state that
only the principles will be dealt with leav ing
the detail to manufacturers and/or Papers.
"The rate of appearance of new instruments is
such that some description would be obsolete
by the time of publication (Clarke , 6th Edi tion page 82) . See also references.

(6) The unexpected Air Freight cost (Guyana to U.K.)
had to be met by the purchaser .
(7)

This operating check is explained in Hand-Book.

(8) U.T . M.
760 530.676
(20 X 5) A
358 543.496 E
754 937 . 120
(30 X 8)B = 371 784.532
14,363 . 550
Distances from coordinates
Geodimeter 6 BL slope distance
(corre cted for met)
14,366.126
Height diff er ence 24m. -

30
Slope correction 0.020
Sum of Height 33.44 m. Sea level correction- 0 .038
S.F. 0.999825179 S.F. Correction
2.152
14,363.556 14,363.550
Diff : -

S.E. Geodimeter =(p

2

006
2

m

2 h2

+ g D)
100

S.E.
(9)

=

.0144 m.

The Hand-Book cautions abou t looking at the
Laser light at short distances through the
optical eye-piece. It has been found that at
these distances the laser can be seen with the
naked eye or through the pointing telescope
quite satisfactorily.

(10) The eight (8) angles of all quads (see diagram
6) were observed using a Wild T2 Theodolite
and Wild T2 traverse targets to an accuracy of
+5". The quads were then adjusted by the nonrigorous method and the Geodimeter distance of
the longest side or diagonal of the quads was
normally accepted as BASE from which the other
sides (lengths) were computed. These computed
lengths were then compared for agreement with
the observed Geodimeter measurements. All
measurements were done during daylight hours.

ESSEQUIBO RIVER HORIZONTAL CONTROL
Diagram 6
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Argo Revisited
CAPTAIN JAMES AYRES, USN
U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office
Washington, D. C.

Background
At the 1976 Canadian Hydro graphic Confe rence in
Ottawa, a new long- r ange precise navigati on system,
ARGO, then being used for the first time by the
U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office (NAVOCEANO), was
reported on . Experience at that time was limited,
and with the full survey now accomplished a more
complete report is possible .

common frequency . Each mobile unit must be separately calibrated initially for whole and partial lane
count . The interrogator carrier pulse is received
by the shore transponders and its phase compared to
a highly stable local standard . A resp onse pulse,
phase shifted to duplicate the received signal, is
transmitted back and compared on board ship with
the or iginal pulse to determine the round-trip
phase delay and thus the partial lane count . To
hold the time-share mobile interrogation units in
their proper re l ationship to one another, one responder is designated as the master and used as a
timing reference through issuance of a special
timing pulse every two seconds. The system includes
internal-smoothing which causes automatic rej ec tion
of spurious signals such as those due to skywaves.
As in the usual ambiguous lane system, once l ane
calibration is effected, lane count i s automatic so
long as the system operates normally. A linear
analog strip- chart recorder backs up the phase
meters to aid in lane conformation when required .
The survey operation was carried out by NAVOCEANO's

For those not privy to the Confe r ence papers perhaps a sho rt recap of the equipment and survey
operation is i n order. ARGO, f or Automatic Ranging
Grid Overlay, is a range-range, mult i - user t imesharing system developed by Cubic Western Data
originally to give precise control for laying offshore oil pipeline. Characteristics of the system
are as follows :

USNS BARTLETT from 19 January to 10 J une , and by the
U.K. hydro graphic survey ships HMS BULLDOG and HMS
BEAGLE from 19 Janua ry to 24 March . The area surveyed is shown in figure 1.
65'

30'

64'

ARGO s hore stations
63'

30'

30'

19'

Range - 400 nautical miles (day)
220 nautical miles (night)

Users - Up to 8

30 '

Frequency Band- 1.6 - 1 .8 mHz , single f requency

""P....

r,

~c:so

Fix Rate - Every 2 seconds

TRISPONDER

18'

Bandwidth - 80 Hz

~

Pulse Length - 30 ms
30 '

ST. CRO I X
(MAS TER )

Power Out - 60 watts
Power In -

6 amps at 24 VDC , and/or 115 VAC or
230 VDC

HI-FIX
(SLAVE)

0
17'

17'

Lane Width - 80- 90 me ters depending on f requency
Accuracy - 1-2 meter s theoreti cal; 8- 10 mete rs

D

30'

practical

c=J

Data Output - Parallel, BCD for computer/calculator
and analog for strip chart recorder

l s~L
5.,.------!
3o""'-

u.s.

SURVEY

30'

U.K. SURVEY

- --:6L.••:----~3o;;;.---~6;f;3:;. - ---i3on'·-

-'16'

Data Smoothing - 4 mode s
Fi g ure 1

Data Range - 1m to 900 km (0 to 9999.999 l anes)
Size & Weight - (Approx)
a.

Mobile Station: Five pieces totaling 5 ft 3
and 110 lb , inc luding antenna tuner and stri p
cha rt r ecorder, plus 35 ft whip antenna.

b.

Shore St~t ion: (Responder) Four pieces totaling 4 ft and 80 lb, including antenna tune r,
plus 100 f t mast an tenna .

The system is established with the interrogator
aboard ship, operating in a time-share mode with
up to s even others, and two responders ashore on a

were established on An egada and St. Croix. Th e
British established a single Decca Hi-Fix slave on
St. Kit ts until 6 March to give them an extra line
of position . In addition, a trisponder station was
established by NAVOCEANO on Norman Island to furnish
control for sounding on the ARGO base line. Longest
ranges required were on the order of 145 miles
from the Anegada slave . Larges t scale used in
development by ARGO was 1:25,000 by the RN ships in
t he water immediate ly around Sombrero Island . The
r emaining U.K. area was developed at a sea l ~ of
1:50 , 000, while the U.S . a r ea utilize d 1:50,000
scale on Saba Bank and surroundings and 1:150 , 000
in the remaining sec tors . ARGO frequency was
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1770 kHz, g~v~ng a lane width of 84 . 65254 meters .
Baseline length was computed from geodetic positions to be 108,711 . 7337 meters, or 1284 . 21 lanes.
It was measured, crossing both baseline extensions,
to be 1284.40 lanes. The variation, a combination
of position errors of the Geoceiver-established
antenna sites and other factors, as well as possible
ARGO inaccuracy, amounted to one part in about
6800 and is considered negligible for purposes of
the hydrography to be accomplished . Further baseline extension crossings throughout the survey
repeatedly confirmed the measured baseline length .
All ships were equipped in Tortola in an eight- hour
period. BARTLETT calibrated against autotape,
whi le the RN ships used s extant resection methods ,
both initially and throughout the survey. In a
rendezvous at sea the evening of 21 January , some
70 miles from the stations , an inter-calibration
by BARTLETT and BEAGLE, based on bearing to the
nearest 1/2 degree and range to 0 . 01 mile (0.2 lane) ,
was effected . ARGO readings agreed to within 0 . 3
and 0 . 2 lanes for the St. Croix and Anega da sta tions
r e spec tive ly , variances within the a c curacy of the
ships' r elat i ve positioning capabilities , I t
should a l so b e noted tha t the BEAGLE ARGO ha d been
calibrated against control on Anguilla Island,
while BARTLETT had used St . Croix. This indicates
that accuracy , as well as repeatability are present
in the ARGO System. As further indication, the
British also found that once the Decca Hi-Fix line
was brought into a three-point fix with ARGO by
minor adjustment for datum, it continued t o coinci de
for the remainder of t he s urvey . This speaks well
a lso for both ARGO and Hi -Fix stability.
The British Story
The official report of the Commanding Officer of
HMS BULLDOG, speaking for both U.K. ships, found
the ARGO simple to s e t up a~d eas ily fitted into
bridge spaces. Three equipment f aults were found
and corr ected durin g t he install a tion checkout. I n
addi t i on , BULLDOG devel oped a def e ctive syn t hesizer
boar d i n t he in ter rogator/processo r (I/P) after a
month ' s operation , and BEAGLE developed a bad inte r connecting cable between I/P and RF units and a
slipping paper take- up drive in the s trip char t
recorder the l ast we ek of s urvey, bad boards in the •
I/P three t i mes a t about two-week inte r vals , and a
compon ent f a ilur e in t he power s upply e a rly i n the
survey.
Operation was r epo rte d as simple and smoo th, wi t h
confidence in the sys tem easily obta ined . Lanes
were lost on only three occasions , and in each case
correct lane count was easily r estored after reference t o the strip cha rt recor der. The one area of
s erious di fficulty noted was with t he s hip's aerial ,
which was no t we l l pro t ected from the elemen ts
(weath er conditions were poor) and which therefor e
r e quired the i n convenience of almos t daily retunin g
--an action which t emporaril y t ook t he net off t he
a ir each t i me .
Shore stations we re evaluated in the British repor t .
St . Cr oix, the ma ster timi ng sta t ion , was noted as
having down time e s sent ially on ly t o t une the antenna
occasionally . The Anegada s l ave was noted as a constant sour ce of troub l e, because o f repeated short
l osses of power when changing batt e r ies or when
batteries became disconnected . There was no AC
powe r at Anegada .
The Briti sh also volunteered suggestions for improve ment of the equi pments whi ch are set fo r th be low

without regard to the priority .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Larger LED's on I/P
Dimming arrangement for LED's .
Facility to freeze LED's at each fix to ease
manual recording.
Facility to offset zero f rom edge to middle of
strip chart to facilit a te running lines along
specific lanes .
Facility to stack mount units .
Weatherproof antenna .
Modify antenna tune to avoid disrupting chain .
Provide a+ 1 lane jump switch to facilitate
correcting-l ane count.

NAVOCEANO concurs with the suggestions . The manufactur er reports that a n ew model is b e ing developed , compatible with the old system, which incorporates several of the improvements . The ARGO-controlled sounding track mileage of BULLDOG and
BEAGLE was reported as 7000 miles for their estima39 days in the survey a rea . The ships worked 24
hours/day on a 10-day-at-sea , four-da y- in-port
s chedule , wi th a two- week maintenance period i n
Februa ry .
The U. S. Story
NAVOCEANO's BARTLETT was also outfitted without
difficulty . Four lane- loss incidents occurred
during the period from mid-January to 1 March ,
three of which wer e related to heavy rain squall s
passing over the ship at night . The fourth was
the result of a power problem a t Ane gada. No shipboard ARGO e qui pment f ailures wer e r eported in t hat
pe riod , and no problems wer e not ed with daylight
ope rations . Total time required for l ane -count
recovery was 0 . 5 days . In late March , however , the
system ' s performance began t o deteriorate . Although
no time was lost due to lane instability, it became obv ious that the signals received by the ship,
especi ally t he one from Ane gada, wer e weakening.
In April the Anegada sign al was los t repeatedly at
n ight at ranges b eyond 100 miles. Unf or tunatel y,
sin ce the Br itish s h ips ha d departed and n o s hor e
monitor station had been established , there was no
obvious che ck on whether the station or the shi p
wa s at fault . Problems were compounde d by the f r e quent loss of power at Anegada , culminating in t h e
t o tal failure of the last sta tion generator , by
ma l func tion in the ADP sys tem aboa rd ship wh ich
i nterf aced wit h ARGO , and by the inexperi ence of
t he personnel assigned to the ship . Ten runs back
t o t h e basel i ne a r ea fo r r ecalibration were made
from the southeast quadr ant of the survey area .
Station and ship e lec tronics wer e chec ked and
peaked, but no significant problems we r e dis covered.
Fortunately , time available allowed f or the adoption
of procedures which resulted in the distant a r eas
bein g surveyed dur i n g dayligh t on ly, a t a loss of
efficiency. Pers onnel changes a t the en d of April
resul ted in a doub lin g of the s urvey r at e, to an
aver age 123 track miles of precise soundings per
day, but the sy stem performance was still not up to
par, nor we r e accomplishments up to the January /
Februa ry r ate of 164 mi l e s/day. The re were no shipboard ARGO e quipment failures in e i t h er May or J une ,
but the Anegada s ignal r ema ined weak a t nigh t beyond 115 mi l es. When the survey oper a t ion was
s hifted to the nor t heas t corner, where the St. Croix
signal path was in excess of 115 mi l es an d the
Anegada path un der 100 miles, bot h signals were
strong night and day.

BARTLETT accomplis h e d 11 ,850 track miles of sounding
i n about 95 days i n the survey area .

Shor e stat i ons ,
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primarily the one on Anegada, were down a total of
49-1/2 hours due to electronic failures of all
sorts. Power failures on Anegada cost an additional 103 hours of survey time, including 36 hours
that the station was shut down awaiting a replacement generator.

Conclusion
a. U.S.: The NAVOCEANO evaluation of ARGO is that
it is an excellent, reliable, long-range precise
navigation aid which is easily deployable.

b. British: The HMS BULLDOG report concludes,
The performance of ARGO in the last 2-1/2 months
"The ARGO system is an excellent and reliable
of the survey was o f enough concern to NAVOCEANO
addition to the choice of accurate radio fixing
to warrant extending BARTLETT in the area beyond
systems available to the hydrographic surveyor . "
the completion of the survey in order to investithe cause, and to the manufacturer to warrant his
More specific evaluation of maximum ranges to be
sending an engineer at company expense to check
expected routinely will have to await further
out the system. In one day, by inspecting St. Croix operations. However, until that time the Naval
and the ship's installation, and directing station
Oceanographic Office is accepting the manufacturer's
actions at Anegada by radio, the engineer brought
specification of 400 miles by day and 220 miles by
the system up. The ship then steamed southea stnight .
ward to the area of previous nighttime instability,
reaching a maximum 132-nautical mile range from
References
Anegada at 0330 hours local time. Both stations'
Lowndes, R. Report on the Automated Ranging Grid
signals were solid the entire transit, except when
Overlay (ARGO) System, Report by C. O., HMS BULLDOG,
a rain storm hit Anegada at 1905 hours local time
to the Hydrographer of the Navy, MOD, (Navy), U.K.,
and caused a few minor short-term perturbations in
4 April 1976.
that station's signal, but no lane loss, in the
45 minutes it persisted. At the 132-mile point the
Hein zen, M. TAD Report 28 April-12 June 1976,
senior NAVOCEANO representative became convinced
Ane gada Pa ssage Survey, Memorandum Repor t to the
that the system would stay in lock for over a 200
Commander, U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office.
mile range rather than being limited to 115 miles
at night as he had previously found, and turned
the ship around rather than continuing to steam
until signals were lost. No problems were encountered on the return transit.
The engineer found the source of the difficulty
with ARGO to be nearly identical at all stations,
both shore and ship. The antennas were badly mistuned and grounds were corroded and in one case,
improper. No basic problems existed with the
electronics. The reason for such elementary
troubles--actually, the lack of basic maintenance
and operator knowledge--is hard to understand, for
not all personnel assigned were neophytes. A clue
may well b e the remark in the report of the final
BARTLETT survey cruise, whi ch referred to conditions
which existe d afte r the ship moved from the southeast to the northeast corner of the survey area,
where Anegada was the closer station and where the
range to St. Croix exceeded 115 miles. That is,
"during both cruises, ARGO range 2 (Anegada) data
was very diffic ult to use beyond 115 nautical
miles during the hours of darkness. However,
during the ship's second cruise , the ship worke d
beyond this distance of r an ge 1 sta tion on St. Croix
dur ing periods of darkne ss. No difficulties wer e
experienced with the signal from St. Croix, even
at ranges beyond 115 nautical miles. The NAVOCEANO
electronics technicians aboard the ship believed
that little maintenance was being conducted at the
Anegada site after observing the St. Croix signal
beyond 115 nautical miles." A second clue might
be the nota tion i n the Commanding Offic er's (HMS
BULLDOG) report tha t the "the manufacture rs c l aim
tha t the system will work even wi th a poor l y t uned
aerial giving up to 4 to 1 reverse power readings . "
It is believed that personnel failed to realize
that they had a system well advanced over those
with which they had operated in the past, and that
they allowed pa st experience, which was that at a
100- mi l e range the positioning s y stem fall s apa rt
at n ight , to block the ir recogni t ion that they
we r e not exploi t i ng the r eal potential o f ARGO .
It is n ot exp e c ted to happen a gain.
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Integrated Navigation Systems
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Introduction
The use of SATNAV on hydrographic surveys has been
described in previous issues of LIGHTHOUSE. SATNAV
technology has progressed to the stage where it is
being integrated with other positioning systems and
used on production surveys. This article discusses
some of the properties of integrated navigation
systems, why the positions derived from these systems
must first be adjusted before they can be used, and
how the adjustments have been applied during some
recent surveys.
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INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEM

Figure 1

Satnav
Although refinements such as servo-controlled auto
Since it was made available for non-military use in
pilots and gyro 'torquing' (mechanical adjustments
1967, the U.S. Navy Navigation Satellite System has
for latitude and acceleration) are also available,
made an enormous contribution to the mapping sciences.the main strength of an integrated system lies in
To the geodetic surveyor, it has meant the ability
its ability to optimally combine a number of navito establish first order horizontal control in
gation systems.
wilderness areas where conventional control work is
Error Modelling - Improving Accuracy
impractical; to the geodesist, it has provided a
practical method of tying together entire continenOne advantage of using an integrated system is the
tal control networks; to the hydrographer it has
computer's ability to model the errors inherent in
meant around-the-clock positioning anywhere in the
any of the peripheral navigation devices. The more
world, free from the limitations of shore-based
sophisticated programs model the errors by, in effect,
aids.
calibrating each device at every satellite fix.
The errors are computed and compared to previous
In Canada, one of the earliest hydrographic uses of
errors to update the error model. Any further
SATNAV was in the lane identification solution on
data collected on that device is adjusted by using
DECCA Lambda surveys off the east coast. The lane
the error model to compensate for its errors.
jumps which plague this and other phase comparison
systems, can cause long periods of lost time while
Research into improving the accuracy of carrying
steaming to the nearest reference buoy. Combining
the position between satellite fixes, known as
SATNAV and DECCA gives a satisfactory result, as
dead-reckoning, has resolved the velocity errors
the SATNAV monitors the lane jumps while DECCA
into individual error components for which solutions
supplies continuous positioning. The combintation
can be designed. In Doppler Sonar, for instance,
of SATNAV positions at irregular intervals, and
the doppler shift detected is influenced by the
continuous positioning from systems such as DECCA,
velocity of sound at the transducer face. A velocioptimizes both systems. The limitations of one
meter built into the transducer supplies data to
system are compensated for by the strengths of the
the mathematical error model in the program which
other. It is this combination or integration of
compensates for the changes in sound velocity.
two separate positioning systems that forms the
Similarily, pendulum inclinometers provide for full
basis of Integrated Navigation Systems.
trigonometric corrections to each of the four sonar
beams to compensate for the pitch and roll of the
ship.
Integrated Navigation Systems
An integrated navigation system, as described in
Error modelling routines also handle transducer misthis paper, is basically a combination of a satellite alignment and gyrocompass errors. The accuracy of
receiver, a velocity sensor, and a computer (see
integrated systems will continue to improve with
figure 1). A navigation program can control the
man's ability to analyse errors and device compencomputer to accept data from the satellite receiver
sative solutions.
and the velocity sensor. This information is used
to compute the satellite fixes. Velocity information Positioning Between Satellite Fixes
is also used to calculate the vessel's position
Velocity measurements are used to compute the
during the period between satellite fixes. A velvessel's position between satellite fixes several
ocity sensor is any device which measures velocity
times a second. The velocity information only
directly (Doppler Sonar with Gyrocompass) or indirgives a position relative to some point of origin,
ectly (LORAN-G, DECCA, OMEGA) . Depending on the
in this case the satellite fixes which occur at
sophistication of the computer program, real time
irregular intervals throughout the day. Positioning
navigation information, which can be used to direct
between satellite fixes is analagous to running a
the helmsman, is available for great circle, way
closed horizontal control traverse. It starts at an
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established reference station (the satellite fix)
and closes on another established reference (the
next satellite fix). The computed positions between
references are derived by a series of courses and
distances, and are similar to intermediate traverse
stations.
Since the intermediate positions are referenced to
satellite fixes, their accuracy is a function of
the accuracy of the fixes. Because of the accumulative errors in the velocity data, the accuracy
of the intermediate positions tend to be best at
the time of a satellite fix, and worst just before
a satellite fix .
If the error of a satellite fix is arbitrarily established as one unit, then, due to the a ccumulative
effect of errors in the velocity measurements, the
intermediate dead-reckoned positions can be expected to have an error greater than one unit (see
figure 2a). The error will increase as the time
2

Time/Dist.

Figure 2a

and distance from the fix be come greater, but will
be reset to one unit at the next satellite fix.
This will produce a saw-tooth effect (see figure
2b) .
2

2

I
Time

Figure 2b

If a vessel track is plotted using the computed
intermediate positions, the same saw-tooth effect
is evident (see figure 3). Because of the difference between the calculated position and the actual
position of the v esse l, the positions cannot be
us e d without p erforming some sor t of adju s tment.
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The procedure for adjusting the intermediate positions, using the satellite fixes to minimize the
error along the vessel track, has been programmed
in FORTRAN and has been used by the authors on
surveys in Hudson Bay (1975-76) and Senegal (1976).
Both surveys were primarily concerned with the
collection of data for the production of bathymetric
charts of the survey areas. Data was logged on a
Magnavox Integrated Navigation System which, in
Hudson Bay, was interfaced with Doppler Sonar to
provide intermediate positions between satellite
fixes. The Senegal survey used LORAN-e two-range
ACCUFIX to provide velocity input.

Position Adjustment
In this discussion of pos it i on a djustments, specific
reference is made to the Magnavox system and its
properties, although Integrated Systems are available from other manufacturers, notably Marconi
and J.M.R.
Satellite Fix
It is important to understand how the computer in
the integrated system handles a satellite fix .
There are two ways to deal with any fix - to us e it,
or to ignore it. In the Magnavox system, the computed satellite fix must pass a series of quality
control checks before it can be applied. If the
fix is accepted, then the satellite fix is automatically used by the computer as a new reference point
for computing the intermediate positions. This is
called an auto -update. If, for some reason, the
fix does not meet the quality control specifications,
it is r e jec t ed by the comput er . It can only b e
us ed i f it is then manually accepted by the ope rator. This is called a manual update.
Some satellite fixes are rejected because the
elevation of the s a tellite is too high or too low.
To automati cally update, the satellite must be between 15° and 70° above the horizon a t the point of
close st a pproach. High elevation passes result in
a weak longitude but a strong l a titude . Advan tage
is taken of this feature in a third type of update
that can be applied manually. This is called a
latitude update. Tn this case, only the latitude
portion of a satellite fix would be used as a new
reference point f br the intermediate dead-reckoned
latitudes .

Recorded Data
The magn e tic tape r ecord f r om the logging sy s t em
contains a large amount of information. The most
important elements of data are:
Jul ian Day and Universal Time - regularly updated
by a portion of each satellite message.
SHOT position - the intermediate l a titude and longitud e which is c omputed 4 time s a second and r ecorde d
on an ev en time inter val (in this ca s e , once a minut e ) .
Di stance - the di stance travelled s i n c e t h e l as t
update, which increments from one shot position to
the next.
Record type - a f lag which ranges from 1 to 6. It
indicates the t ype of record that has been written
t o t a pe .
Fix qua lity - a fla g wh ich ran ges f rom - 2 t o 1. It
indica t es if a nd how a sa t e lli te fix was u sed a s a n
upda t e .
DELAT a nd DELON - the amount of cha nge in l a t i tude
and longitude when the intermediate position is updated at a satellite fix.
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Depth - collected at a rate of one per second and
output on magnetic tape in the record con t aining the
SHOT position. If a shot position is recorded
every minute, the record will con t ain sixty denths.

Reblocking
Magnetic tapes recorded on the Magnavox Integrated
Navigation System are not directly readable by the
FORTRAN programs used to process the data. A reblock program in assembly language must first be
used to translate the Magnavox tape into a FORTRAN
compatible format. If a record contains depths,
the reblock program filters the depths and selects
15 depths representative of each minute of data.
Record Types
Six types of records may be wri tten on the Magnavox
tape.
Type 1 is a RAW FIX record. It contains all the
information needed to recompute a satellite fix.
It is recorded before the fix is computed, as soon
as all the necessary information has been received
from a satellite to compute a position.

pass.

Correcting the Positions
The principle of adjusting the intermediate positions
which are recorded between satellite fixes is basically quite simple.
Since the computed intermediate position (old) and
the satellite position (new) are both known at the
time of the satellite fix , the amount of the update
can be computed.
UPDATE (lat . )
UPDATE (long.)

lat. (new) - lat. (old)
long. (new)- long.(old)

DELAT
DE LON

The amount of the update is the difference between
the computed intermediate position and the satellite
position for the same instant. A portion of this
update can be applied to each shot position as a
proportion of the distance travelled by the vessel
since the last update.
To correct the positions, the following algorithm
is used:
lat. (corrected)

lat. (old) + DELAT X d

long. (corrected)

long. (old) + DELON X d

D

Type 2 is a FIX record. It contains the computed
position at a satellite fix and a quality flag
indicating whether or not the fix was used as an
update. It is recorded after the satellite fix has
been computed.
Type 3 is a SHOT record. It is recorded on an even
time interval and contains the computed intermediate
position, known as the SHOT position, and the depths .
If a satellite fix is used as an update, the shot
record following the update contains the DELAT and
DELON values needed to adjust the computed positions
between updates.
Type 4 is an INIT record. Each time the operator
resets or reinitializes a survey parameter at the
keyboard, a type 4 record is written to store the
change. This type of record is especially important
when the operator decides to cancel an update.
Type 5 is a GRAVITY record . When other gravity and
magnetics logging systems are used (as was the case
in Hudson Bay and Senegal), this type of record
does not get used.
Type 6 ·is a COMMENT record. While logging, each
comment entered at the keyboard is recorded on
magnetic tape.

Fix Qualities
In each FIX record (type 2), a quality flag is set
to indicate if and how a satellite fix was used to
update the vessel ' s position.
A quality of 1 indicates that the position was
automatically updated by the computer.
A quality of 0 indicates that the satellite fix
was not used to update the position, or that an
update was cancelled by the operator.
A quality of -1 indicates that the position was
manually updated by the operator after the computer
rejected the fix.
A quality of - 2 indicates that the operator updated the latitude on a high elevation satellite

D

where d = the distance travelled from the last update to the present position and D = the total
distance travelled between updates.
Before this can happen, it is necessary to know when
the update occurs.

Finding the Update
\Jhen a satellite fix is used as an update, the distance travelled since the last update is reset to
zero. The way to spot an update is to check if
the distance travelled since the last update has,
in fact , been reset.
This involves r eading a record from the reblocked
data tape and checking for an update.
distance (N) - distance (N-1)

. LESS THAN .ZERO ?

Relevant data is stored in arrays in memory until
an update is found. At this point, the amount of
the update is either computed or read from tape,
and the positions preceeding the update, and back
to the previous update, are corrected. Adjusted
data is then output to a storage file (usually magnetic tape) .
New data can now be read into the arrays while a
search i s made for the next update .

Cancelled Updates
For any number of reasons, the operator may decide
that an update is invalid . In this case, he will
cancel the update . This means that before an update
can be used to correct any positions , checks ~ust
be made to ensure that it is not cancelled later on .
The only way to be sure that an update has not been
cancelled (called a NOUP) is to read and store data
in memory until two updates are located . Locating
the second update ensures that the first update has
not been cancelled . Now it is safe to correct the
positions preceeding the first update, output the
corrected data, and move the remaining data into
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the top of the arrays (called re-ordering the
arrays) . Then the search can be continued for a
second update.

set to zero. Using the distance check to test for
an update, a NOUP will appear to be an update. So
if an update is found, it must be checked to see
if it is a cancelled update.

Finding the NOUP
In some respects, a cancelled update is handled by
the logger the same as an update. Most important,
the distance travelled since the last update is re-

As previously mentioned, two entries in every record
are record type and fix quality. A type 4 record
means that the operator has manually interrupted

INITIALIZE

IS THERE
PREVIOUS DAYS

••

UNPROCESSED DATA
TO PROCESS?
no
CALL INPUT
Read a record
Time and day checks

CALL OUTPUT
Output unprocessed
data to storage
cylinders on DISC
END

no

D istonce travelled

since last update
reset to zero

Go bock up array
and correct positions
changed by the update
Decrement fix counter

CALL UPDATE
Correct positions from top

Compute amount
of update

of array to first update
LAT(new): LAT(old) + DELAT* d/D
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' ) ! I F ULAT- don't update longitude
LON(new): LON(old)+DELON* d/D
DELAT ond DE LON= amount of update
d =distance travelled from previous

'r--- ---1

RE-ORDER ARRAY

update to present position

D =dist ance travelled between
updates

Decrement fix counter

POSITION ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE

Figure 4
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the regular logging process. If the operator performs a NOUP, the quality flag is reset to zero,
indicating that the satellite fix is not used as an
update . After the NOUP, a type 4 record is written
with the quality flag set to zero.
If an update is detected (distance travelled since
the last update has been reset to zero), but the
record is a type 4 and the quality flag is set to
zero, then instead of an update we have a cancelled
update.
This poses a slight problem. The update is used
by the logging system as a reference point for the
intermediate positions up until the time the update
is cancelled. All the positions that have been
changed between the update and the NOUP have to be
returned to their proper values, as if no update
had occurred. The distance travelled since the
last update has also been reset to zero twice since
the last good satellite fix, once at the update,
and again when the update was cancelled . Corrections will need to be applied to the distances
until the next good satellite fix is located and
used as an update.
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Latitude Jlpdates
If the latitude was updated on a high elevation
satellite pass, the distance travelled since the
last update is reset to zero, and the update is
detected by the distance check. Adjustments are
handled normally, except that before applying a
longitude correction, the quality flag is checked
for a latitude update or ULAT. If the quality
flag is -2, it indicates a latitude update and the
longitude remains unadjusted.
Limitations
The method used to adjust the positional information
collected on an Integrated Satellite Navigation
System is similar to that used to adjust a closed
horizontal control traverse . The correction applied
to each intermediate position is proportional to
its distance from the initial point in the traverse.
Unlike the land based traverse, there are no guidelines to indicate to the surveyor the type of
closure he should expect and strive for when using
an Integrated System. At present, the position
adjustment program will take any update, regardless
of size, and apply corrections to positions, no
matter how far the vessel has travelled between
updates . This means that errors of a large magnitude can go unnoticed once position adjustments
have been applied.
A large update is usually an indication that speed
and heading inputs into the Integrated System are
incorrect. At first glance, this does not seem to
pose a problem,since positions can be adjusted using
available softward. But if the errors are large,
it might not be possible to tell where or how they
occurred. The proportional adjustment technique
assumes the errors have been linearly accumulated,
which may not always be the case. Even if the
errors were accumulated linearly, the speed and
direction of the vessel are required to compute a
satellite fix. An inaccurate velocity will introduce errors into the satellite fix, the effect
being an overall reduction in survey accuracy.
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News from Industry

INTERMAP features t'l:ue magnification of all display
elements. An entire map or drawing for example ,
can be displayed on the CRT, or any particular
section can be magnified as required. However,
unlike other graphic display systems in which line
and symbol dimensions stay the same no matter what
the magnification, INTERMAP magnifies line widths
and symbol dimensions so that all elements stay in
true perspective.

New Klein Side Scan Sonar Recorder
Ten range scales, ten paper speeds, and lower power
consumption are some of the new features incorporated
in the Model 421 Side Scan Sonar Recorder introduced
by Klein Associates. The new Klein recorder incorporates 2 channel, center-out HYDROSCAN Side Scan
Sonar Recording 1fid also has field switchable
Hands-Off-Tuning
with Texture Enhancement (patent
pending) or Manual Tuning.

The heart of the station is a mini-computer based
controller with programming specially developed by
Instronics to meet cartographic, engineering design
and general graphic applications. All required
programming is supplied as part of the INTERMAP
station.

INTERMAP can be operated on a stand-alone basis or
can communicate with computer systems via 9-track
The switchable ten scales range from 25 to 600 meters IBM compatible magnetic tape transfers, disk pack
transfers, or hi gh speed processor data links.
per channel and paper speeds from 20 to 110 lines
per centimeter, plus continuously variable paper
speed. Lower power consumption results in cooler,
A Novel Application for Kelvin Hughes Echo Sounders
more reliable operation, especially in hot climates,
Standard MS.45 navigation echo sounders were adapted
as well as longer running time in the battery mode.
and used by a Kelvin Hughes Survey team to provide
part of a positioning package for the installation
Instronics Introduces
of a flare tower for BERYL 1 A 1 Condeep Platfo~m in
Mobil North Sea Limited's Beryl field, in June/July
INTERMAP Graphic Editing Station
1976.
INTERMAP, a new interactive graphic station introduced by Instronics, permits cartographers, engineers, and designers to display, manipulate and
modify data-based maps, drawings and other graphic
material.
The INTERMAP station accepts information from a
digital source, such as the Instronics Gradicon
digitizer, a stereo-plotter, magnetic tape, or
other data base, and displays the information on a
high resolution storage CRT . By means of a very
high resolution interactive pointer or "mouse" the
display can be quickly and easily edited or modified, including functions such as inserting lines,
instructing the station to automatically connect or
complete lines, removing lines, and inserting or
removing alpha-numeric information .

' The flare tower consists of a concrete footing to
which is hinged a steel lattice structure. The
operation involved towing the tower to the Beryl
field in the North Sea. On site, the tower was
positioned adjacent to BERYL 'A', and the footing
settled onto the seabed as shown in the accompanying
photograph. For this final positioning the information from the MS.45 echo sounders was required to
position the tower correctly with respect to the
platform. A high degree of accuracy ~as essential
in order to accommodate the pre-constructed span
linking the tower and the BERYL platform.
Echo souqding equipment consisted of depth sounding
and horizontal ranging transducers mounted on the
concrete footing of the flare tower, and connected
to respective MS.45 recorders in the control vessel.
Connecting cables were run to the top of the tower
and then, in umbilical fashion, to the control
vessel. Distance off the seabed, and trim and heel
angles, were measured by four 30 kHz transducers,
one near each corner of the footing. The distance
between the tmver and BERYL 'A' was measured by
duplicate 45 kHz transducers mounted near the deck
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of the footing and facing the platform. A crystal
controlled calibration unit was used in conjunction
with the 45 kHz echo ranging recorder, and this
provided a range accuracy of the order of+ 0.2 metres.
The prevailing speed of sound in water was-computed
on site from measurements taken by a temperature/
salinity bridge instrument, and applied to both
recorders.
The total package included optical observations of
the tower from BERYL A by a Hydrographer Surveyor
stationed on the platform and passing information
to the Senior Hydrographic Surveyor in the control
vessel, the BARRACUDA. The observations were made

from a co-ordinated point on BERYL A, a theodolite
being used to observe the bearing of the tower
relative to the required 90 degree line from the
platform and the orientation of the tower, and two
sextants to ascertain the position of the tower at
right angles to the hinge pin axis .
Echo sounder information and information from other
sources was correlated by the Senior Hydrographic
Surveyor in the BARRACUDA, and passed as required
to the Marine Superintendent in control of the
operation. The echo sounders assisted in the
successful emplacement of this structure within a
very tight tolerance target.
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I C H. A. personal notes
Pacific Branch
George Eaton has just started the fi rst of four
years study at the University of New Brunswi ck on
the Bachelor of Science in Survey Engineering
program; Jack Chivas is pondering how to best use
h i s recent monetary award from the Suggestions
Award Committee .

Central Branch
R. Bryant has taken a semester of educational leave
to pursue Hasters of Business Administration studies
at HcMaster University; G. Goldsteen has returned
from The Hague, Netherlands, having completed his
assignment with the Hydrographic Office of the
Royal Netherlands Navy; J . Elliott recently won
t he competition for Supervisor of the Central
Region's Chart Pr oduction Unit and R. Chapeskie
a position as Cartographer with the same unit;
J . McCarthy recently left t he employ of C.H.S. to
seek his fortune driving an eighteen wheeler to
Winnipeg.

Ottawa Branch
B. lic:nscn, an experienced cart ographer, has transf erred to Centra l Region to join t heir Char t Product ion Unit.

Atlantic Branch
Byron Ruby left to accep t a job in St. John's ,
Newfoundland, his home town; Charles Lagasse and
Baxter Noel l ef t later in the season , Charlie
is working somewhere in Ont ario and Baxs is with
the Dept. of Lands and Forest; Hank Boudreau l eft
the Hydrographic years ago to work on h is own but
r eturned to 'us last September; Julien Goodyear has
returned to the University of New Brunswick where
he is seeking a Bachelor of Scienc e degree in
Survey Engineering.

News from C. H. S.
Seamount Programme
Stan Huggett, of the Tidal and Curr ent Section,
Pac ific Region, spent two weeks in June at the
Bowie and Cobb seamounts with the Pi sces s ubmersible.
The submers ible was used to search for two tide
gauges installed i n 1974, and not successfull y recovered by surface shipboard means. The search
me thod employed at both seamounts was to follow the
depth contour at which the instrument was known to
have been l a id.

The instrument at Bowie Seamount was l ocated lying
on the bottom in 170 metres of water, complete with
mooring lines, but without the subsurface buoys.
Hypothetically, the releas e ac tiva ted prematurely
and the buoys surfaced and were held in place by
the tide gauge stand. A commercial fishboat at
some l ater time sighted the buoys and began hauling
the line up and coiling it on de ck. When the acoustic
re l ease was r eached, they apparently changed their
mind s and after cutting of f the buoys (which they
kept fo r their trouble ) and t ying the coil of rope ,
everyth ing was thrown back over the side.
A three day search at Cobb Seamount, hampered by
strong currents, failed to find any trace of the
s econd instrument . During the searches, a total of
fo rty hours di ve time was expended a t the two sites .
The Aanderaa tide gauge recovered from Bowie contained 416 days of us eable data. This brings t o three
the number of seamount gaug es r ecovered .

Laker Loss Spurs Superior Survey
The sinking of the lake carrier EDMUND FITZGERALD
with the loss of a ll hands in Nov . 1975 off Whitefish Bay, Lake Sup erior , has l ed to an official
i nquiry by the U. S. Coas t Guard t o determine th e
cir cumstances surrounding the incident. At t he
request of the Coast Guard a s urvey was undertaken
this summer by Centra l Region, C.H .S. of the area
of Lake Superior around Michipicoten and Caribou
Islands. The surveyed area included banks where
it is speculated that the ship may have touched
bo ttom during the violent storm that a ccompan i ed
her passage.

Cartographic Decentralization
The 'l atest plans for decen tralizat ion of the carto graphic activities of C.H.S., as of Oct. 12, 1976 ,
have 24 positions going to the Atlantic Region,
13 to Central Region, 9 to Quebec Regi on, and 7 to
Pacific Region . I n the case of Pac ific Reg ion this
is in a ddition to t he existing cartographic contingent . During the thr ee year transfer period new
editions of chart s will be produced by the regions ,
and r epri nts in Ottawa . New charts wi ll be compiled
by the region s and dr afted by Headquarters. A s ta f f
of 9 car tographers will remain i n Ot tawa for cartographic development and 22 will remain to handle
reprints and general cartographic s upport services.

International Visitor
The Canadian Hydrographic Service was pa id a v isit
by Prof . Jader Onof re De Mora is, Dir ector of Marine
Science Lab oratory, Brazi l , S . A. while he was i n
Nova Scotia, during September. He was given a t our
of the Institute with an explanation of the various
areas . The fo llowing day he was a gues t of Dalhousie
University in Ha lifax .
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INTRODUCING
Marinav Corporation
a new Canadian Company with a totally
integrated offshore survey and engineering
capability offering the following:
SERVICES
• Oil rig, pipeline and cable route
surveys
• Hydrographic and oceanographic surveys
• Offshore engineering and high
resolution geophysical surveys
• Contract position fixing
services
• Communications
• Design development and
manufacture, marine systems

PRODUCTS
• Decca survey systems
• Del Norte trisponder systems
• Atlas precision survey
sounders
• Side scan sonar
• Satellite navigation equipment
• Sub-bottom profilers, corers
and samplers
• Data acquisition and communications

• Cartographic, pre and post
plot services and data proces• Survey launches
sing

Plus a comprehensive back up of personnel and logistic support
equipment for land, arctic or offshore operations.
For further information please contact

1140 Morrison Drive, Ottawa , Ontario , K2H 8S9

Telephone 613-820-6600

Telex 053-4117

A SIDE SCAN SONAR SYSTEM
IS AN IMPORTANT INVESTMENTYOU OUGHT TO HAVE THE BEST ...

HYDROSCAN
KLEIN SIDE SCAN SONAR
KLEIN ASSOCIATES, INC.
~~

UNDERSEA SEARCH AND SURVEY
:=:-t---f--L.__j Route 111 • RFD 2 • Salem, New Hampshire 03079 U.S.A.
.........~ (603) 893-6131 • Cable: SONAR • Telex 94-7439

Tellurometer is on-target.
off-shore
If you are engaged in locating off-shore
drilling sites, laying pipelines, carrying out
precision patterned dredging or disposing of
toxic waste materials and need to pinpoint the
exact spot where there is a deep trench, the
MRB201 from T ellurometer will tell you
precisely where you are. And in conjunction
with a digital computer and graphic plotter it
will show you exactly where you have been and
even where to go! To an accuracy of ±1·5
metres.
In fact, a dynamic distance measuring
system that continuously monitors the position
of a moving vessel at ranges up to 50Krn which
can be custom-built to your requirements. T he
vessel's position is presented on a cold-cathode
digital display directly in metres. Full facilities
for monitoring and displaying the plots and

tracks are available to make a completely
aut omatic computer-controlled system for
precision surveying and location in off-shore
environments.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Off-shore location
Cable laying
Precision dredging
Waste dwnping
Oceanographic survey
Pipeline routing
Single buoy mooring
Oil rig positioning

For worldwide service. contact.
UK : TELLUROMETER !UK) LTD. Roebuck Roud. Ctlessiogton, Suuey KT91A Q
SOUTH A FRICA : TELLUROMETEA (PTYJLTD, P.O. Box 23, Plumstead 78 00, Cape.
U SA: THLUROMETER USA. 89 M arcus Boulevard, Hauppauge, NY11787.
CANADA : TELLUROMETER CANA DA LTD. 180 5 W oodward Drive. Ottawa K2 C OP9.
AUSTRALIA: D. R. JOHNSTON & CO. !PH') LTD, Star1hi1133.
Queens Road, Metboume SC2.
J APAN: OKURA TRADING CO. LTD. 3 - 6 Ginza Nichome, Chuo-Ku. Tokyo 104.

